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September 25 marks Fall Industry Career Day at UMR 
144 Companies travel to Gale Bulman Multipurpose Building to recruit student workers 
by Keith Missey 
Assistant News Editor 
make the most out of their experience. 
The workshops are being held through-
out September and cover topics such as 
Archer said. 
Career Opportunities Center is Resumes and Cover Letters, Interview-
holding their annual fall Industry Ca- . . ingSkillsand How to Make the Most of 
encourage students to do is investigate 
the company before they go to the fair 
so they will be able to talk intelligently 
to the recruiter about their employer." 
Besides investigating the compa-
wear casual business dress like khaki's 
and a sportscoat or even khaki 's and a 
nice shirt. Resumes should be on nice 
resume paper, and the cae gives re-
sume advice by appointment if stu-
dents are curiou~ about the quality of 
their resume. II 
For after the career day, Archer 
advised, "Do follow-ups with the re-
cruiter. Get their name and business 
card, and send them a note telling them 
thanks and that you're interested in a 
job with them. Watch the interview list 
for that company, and sign-up if they 
come. To getajob, you have to work at 
it. Getting a job is a job." 
reer Day on September 25 from 9 am. a Career Fair. nies you would like to talk to before the 
to 3 p.m. This year, 
144 companies have 
sent their recruiters to 
meet with UMR stu-
dents for the day. 
"This is the most 
companies I have seen 
since I have been 
here," stated Jamie 
Archer, Directorofthe 
COCo "Last year we 
had 114, and this year 
we have 144 with four 
on a backup list. It will be a fabulous 
chance to share resumes with recruit-
ers and to talk with them about employ-
ment opportunties with their company. " 
In preparation for the Industry 
Career Day, the COC is sponsoring 
different workshops to help students 
History 
by Justin Sutherland 
News Editor 
History is a constant factor in our 
lives which can show us the way in the 
future or teach us hard lessons from the 
past. Nonetheless, nations, states, re-
gions and small communities are bound 
together by their "Common history. It 
provides part of an identity which make 
people Missourians, southerners or 
Americans. 
Archer explained, "The career fair 
workshop will be most beneficial to a 
lot of students. Bascially it will teach 
students ' how to give a one minute 
infomercial on themselves. It's impor-
Industry Career Day, Archer 
gave some other tips to ben-
efit the 'students. 
"On our homepage, their is a 
listing of all of the compa-
nies who are coming, the ma-
jors they are hiring, and 
whether they're 
Sophomores and freshmen are 
encouraged to go to the Industry Career 
Fair because "the job market is excel-
lent right now. Some companies have 
doubled the amount of people they are 
hiring from last year. Even if you aren't 
Even if getting a job is not a top 
priority, the paraphanelia some of the 
companies bring is worth the trip. 
According to Archer, "GM is 
looking for sum-
mer, co-op, or full-
time employees. 
Students should 
look there and try 
"[Industry Career Day] will be a 
fabulous chance to share resumes 
with recruiters and to talk with them 
bringing their electric car, 
something they don't send to 
a lot of universities. They are 
also bringing a convertible 
corvette and some other new 
to pick out 10-15 companies 
they would like to talk with 
and research them." 
Archer continued, "Se-
niors or those who are look-
about employment opportunties 
with th'eir company. '! 
car.n 
"I am extremel y 
excited that so many compa-
- Jamie Archer, CDC Director 
nies are coming," Archer 
concluded. 
tant to have something to say after you ing to enter the business world should looking for a job, it's a great place to "This is a big deal for campus and 
the students." give them your resume. One thing we wear business attire. Others should meet contacts for future reference," 
professors chronicle life of Missouri 
Over the past 26 years, six Mis-
souri historians, including UMR's Dr. 
Lawrence'Christensen, have compiled 
and written a five volume series cover-
ing the history of Missouri beginning 
in 1673. 
"A History of Missouri" peers 
into the social, political and intellec-
tual aspe-cts of Missouri during five 
separate periods. Each period was re-
leased in its own volume. 
The different periods were bro-
ken up by the authors into Missouri as 
a European and American territQry, 
1673-1 820; Missouri in the Jacksonian 
Era, 1821-1 860; Missouri during the 
Civil War and Reconstruction, 1861-
1875; rural and urban Missouri around 
the tum of the 20th Century and World 
War I, 1876-1919 and the spotlight on 
Missouri during the Truman Presidency 
and the overall decline of the state, 
1919-1953. 
Dr. Christensen co-authored vol-
~~~n::-~~~ 
ume four which encompassed rural and 
urban Missouri around the tum of the 
century, including World War I. 
The UMR history professor said 
he "learned an enormous amount abou't 
the strength of Missourians in con-
fronting newness and growth with suc-
commemorated the completion of the 
five volume series with a symposium 
in McNutt Hall. 
The series was layed out in 1963 
and designed to celebrate Missouri's 
sesquicentennial in 1971 with the re-
lease of the first volume. The next 26 
cess." In conclusion, he expressed an years brought four more volumes t<,l 
admiration for the "resilience of Mis- . complete the project. 
sourians" during the time period he 
covered. 
On Friday, September 5, Dr. 
Christensen and the other five authors 
The six historians hope they will 
influence and inspire a new generation 
<;>f Missouri historians to continue on 
and dig even deeper into the past. 
EIT applications now available 
by Brian McBride 
Staff Writer 
The Engineer in Training (E. LT.) 
test date for this semester will be No-
vemberl. 
Applications for the exam can be 
mailed to the following address: Mis- . 
souri Board of Architects, Professional 
Engineers and Land Surveyors! P.O. 
Box 1841 Jefferson City, Missouri 
65102. 
All applications plus a $20 appli-
catioo fee must be received by Septem-
ber 17. 
by phone: (800)250-3196, extension 
233; or by fax: (864)654-6966. This 
book can be purchased at a cost of$28. 
If you are not graduating until 
May there will be another exam on 
April 25 , 1998. 
Applications for this examina-
tion, as well as a score release form 










Authors of tlie five volume series, "A History of Missouri." From left to right: WiUiam E. Foley from 
CMSU, Perry McCandless from CMSU, WiUiam E Parrish from Mississippi State University, Gary 
Kremer from William Woods University, Lawrence Christensen from UMR, and Richard 
Kirkendell of the University of Washington. 
If you're looking for help. you can 
order a book containing sample ques-
tions from the National Council of Ex-
aminers for Engineers and Surveyors 
Room 305 
Mechanical Engineering Room210 
ERL Room 101 
Schrenk Hall Room 143 
-' 
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• The men of Beta Alpha 
Chapter of the Kappa Alpha 
Order were honored on August 
12, 1997 by receiving the 
Samuel Zenas Ammen Award 
at the National Leadership In-
stitute and Convention . 
The Ammen Award is the 
national award for chapter ex-
cellence in Kappa Alpha. The 
award was presented to the top 
12 chapters out of the total 130 
chapters nationwide. 
Sections of the Ammen ap-
plication include schol arship, 
chapter growth, communica-
tions, risk management, mem-
bership education, service and 
several other areas of fraternity 
life. 
Beta Alpha had six repre-
sentatives attend NLI and was 
also awarded for the first time 
the national Excellence in Com-
munications Award. 
• The intramural fields at 
the University of Missouri-Rolla 
will be closed forapproximately 
one month to allow field repairs 
to take place. 
The fields, located south 
of the Gale Bullman Multi-Pur-
pose Building and Student Rec-
reation Center, are being re-
seeded and no use will be a l-
lowed unt il.the root system is in 
place with the new grass. 
In the interim, the fi e lds at-
Fraternity Row will be used for 
in tramura l and recreat ion a l 
activites. 
An announcement will be 
made when the field s will be 
The 
Would 
by justin Sutherland 
News Editor 
In some countries, a resounding 
belch imp lies a "hats off' to the chef. 
In the Un ited States, this would be 
con sided barbaric and 
a blatant di sregard for 
dinner etiquette. 
Whereas this is 
an obvious case of bad 
mann ers, other ges-
tures might be inap-
propriate in more 
subtle ways. 
At a formal din-
ner, you might won-
der, where did all of 
this silverware come 
from? Why do I need 
so many· glasses from 
which to drink? And 
most importantly, 
where are my man-
ners? 
Marriot, Student Affairs and the Ca-
reer Opportunies Center wi ll guide you 
through the finer nuances of dinner 
etiquette wi th a five course meal. 
The etiquette dinner is for seniors 
and graduate students and will be held 
-the salt, 
on Sunday, September 28 from 5:30-8 
p.m. in the University Center-East 
Gallery. The dinner is at no charge to 
those who parti cipate. Business attire 
is required to provide a realistic atmo-
sphere. 
please? 
You can reserve your seat by sign-
ing up at the CO(:: and making a $5 
deposit. The deposit merely provides 
an incentive to show up and will be 
refunded at the dinner. 
Would you pass the salt·, please? 
Granted, eating 
of cereal in front of the 
television, then loudly 
slurpping the milk out 
when you are done 
may work at home. 
Unfortunately, it does 
not help impress a po-
tential employer at an 
interview dinner. 
Talented chalk artists at the chalk the walk event on Wednesday, September 3. Delta Sigma Theta ' 
Have no fear. I 
took first place, Kappa Alpha Psi took secend place, and in third was the Chinese Student 
Association. photo by Ryan Shawgo 
L._, __________ _ 
UMR Techs unveil plans for October IMPACT Month 
by Keith Missey 
Assistant News Editor 
UMR TECHS (Teaching, Encour-
ag ing, Caring, and Helping Students) 
is promot ing the month of October as 
IMPACTMonth ,a program developed 
to educate stud ents about alcohol. 
Di fferent ac ti vities will be held 
du ring October for IM PACT, or In te ll i-
gent Miners Promoting Alcohol Con- Daniel Ragland sums up Octo- hoi , stress, safer sex, sexually trans-
cern Together, Month. A few already bers program by cOTT)menting, "IM- mitted infections, nutrition and exer-
planned include: 
Dct. 6 Pinata at the Puck, 12 p.m. 
Oct. 24 Hot Shots, 
Multi-Purpose 7 p.m. 
~. 3 1 "Cand y & Condoms", 
UCW Breezeway 9 a. m. 
UM R TECHS is sti ll in the works of 
planni ng more activ it ies. 
PACT Month is concerned with ed uca-
tion and intelligent decisions about 
alcohol. I am not saying alcohol is bad, 
but there are smart , nondamaging ways 
to drink and have fun." 
UMR T ECHS also holds many 
other programs throughout the year on 
many di fferent subjects incl uding alco-
cise. 
If your organization wants to help 
with IMPA CT Month or if you would 
like more in format ion their other pro-
grams , e-mai l UM R TECHS at 
umrtechs@umr . e du or call 341-
4225. Readers will be able to keep up 
with the UMR TECHS in the Verve 
Section in subsequent issves. 
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----Letter To The Editor--""""'--
Dear Editor, 
Let me start by saying that this week's edition of Tile Miner was great, as usual. But, 
theMiner forgot one important thing: Its namesake! In place of Joe Miner, there was some silly-
looking circle atop the front page, and this, unfortunately, is no isolated incident. 
Admittedly, I do not know the facts behind what seems to be tlie replacement of 
UMR's beloved mascot and symbol, Joe Miner. I do know that Missouri's custoin UMR 
license plates no longer display Joe Miner, in favor of the afore-mentioned silly-looking circle, 
and I am sure that Joe Miner is being quietly replaced in many different venues. Saddest of all , 
Joe Miner has not been gracing our sporting events with his presence. I am writing this letter to 
call for support for Joe Miner. I call for someone to actually answer why he is being replaced. 
I call upon my fellow students to rise up in defense of Joe Miner. And I call upon the Miner to 
champion Joe Miner 's cause and put him back where he belongs; at the top. 
What is wrong with Joe Miner? r,; lie a bit too "rough around the edges?" Perhaps hi s slide 
rule is too old fashioned and needs to be replaced by something more indicative of UMR 
students' extensive utilization of computers (an HP playing tetris). After all, we would not want 
anyone to think UMR is anything less than "Missouri's Technological University" (heaven 
forbid). Perhaps the fact that he carries a gun no longer fits the image of "Educating Tomorrows 
Leaders in Engineering and Science." And what does that pick thing he carries have to do with 
UMR? How passe. 
If it is not bad enough that Joe Miner is going the way of Alice, it is worse that stepping 
up to take Joe's place is a uninteresting, unaUTactive, 'silly-Iooking circle. No personality (no 
person, for that matter,) nothing to love, nothing endearing whatsoever, just a circle with some 
writing on it (which I must point out is illegible on the cover of the Miner.) 
Does UMR really have to desert its past and forsake its traditions in order to chum out 
"top quality" engineers and scientists? I wonder what other schools would think if we became 
the UMR students formally known as Miners (or simply the students). Perhaps then the world 
would see us as "the forces that be" wish for us to be seen: people who study for fun and are 
completely politically correct and technologically superior, as opposed to who we really are, 
rough around the edges, fun-loving, unshaven, gun-wielding MINERS. 
Mike Hunter 
mhunter@umr.edu 
EdJ week, we could save an estimated 500,000 trees by 
simply recyding the Sunday editions of our nation's newspapers. 
This way, yesterday's paper ron become the news of tomorrow. 
Do your part ... it's easy. 
- --- Misoouri Miner ------- Pap 3 
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ATTENTION RECOGNIZED 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
THIS MEANS YOU! ! 
minimum, once IU'l'/t~ltlCJo.. 
Did 
Did you know 
Did you know that failure to do any of the above by so/tember II, 1997 will result in your organization yossibly 
lOOSing: their rtght to yost fliers, reserve rooms, syend funds, receive funds or any other yrivileges granted to Recognized 
student organizations? 
For questions or he~ with any of these activities, contact Bill Wilson in the office of student Activities at 341-4286, 218 
university center west or by email atbillw@shuttle.cc.umr.edu. 
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person you should know: Col. Tom Akers 
by Kristen Hartman 
Verve Writer 
Hanging on the wall is a picture 
that's out ·of this world. In the right 
hand corner sits the Russian Space 
Station Mir, and in the sea of blue that 
dominates the rest of · the picture, Air 
Foree Colonel Tom Akers indicates the 
location of the Lake of the Ozarks, St. 
Louis, Jefferson City and Rolla. This 
picture was taken by Akers on his 
fourth and final space mission in Sep-
tember 1996. and now he has returned 
home to Missouri. 
Akers, a UMR graduate, received 
his bachelor's degree in applied math-
ematics in 1973 and a master's degree 
in the same field in 1975. After gradu-
ation, Akers spent four years as a high 
school principal in his home town of 
Eminence, Missouri, until he met a 
very convincing Air Force recruiter and 
decided to make a Career change. 
"I wanted to use my math degree, 
and I was not using it as a high school 
principal," Akers said. He entered the 
Air Force in 1979 as a mathematician, 
and in 1982, Akers took his career in 
yet another direction. "I got to ride in 
~ F-4 airplane, and that's how I got 
interested in flying;" Akers said. 
In 1982, he entered the Air Force 
Test Pilot School at Edwards Air Force 
Base, and in 1983, he became a flight 
test engineer and worked on weapons 
development programs and flew air-
.planes such as the F-4, F-IS and T -38. 
Akers began his career with NASA in 
1987 while maintairung active duty in 
the Air Force. ' "I never dreamed of 
. . flying or being an astronaut," Akers 
said. "When opportunities cam~ 
along, I was ready to accept them." 
Akers was stationed at Lyndon B. 
Johnson Space Center in Houston, 
Texas. He underwent two years of 
training. One year was spent in the 
classroom and another year was spent 
in simulation. Then, on October 6, 
1990, Akers entered space for the first 
time as a mission specialist. 
"(In space) everything floats, and 
it 's very easy to move things, but the air 
is the same (as on earth), and the 
temperature is the same," Akers said. 
Akers has been in space for over 
800 hours which includes over 29 
hours of space walking, but he does not 
have words to explain the feeling of 
weightlessness. "The floating is hard 
to explain," Akers said. 
Akers worked for NASA for to 
years, and in that time, he has become 
an accomplished astronaut He was a 
member of the crew for the first flight 
of the space shuttle Endeavor in May 
1992. On that flight, he was a member 
of the longest space walk (EVA) in 
history. It lasted 8.S hours. In Decem-
ber 1993, Akers was a member of the 
crew that captured the Hubble Space 
Telescope and restored it to capacity. 
During his fmal space mission in 
September 1996, Akers was respon-
sible for transferring three and a half 
tons of supplies between the shuttle 
and the Russian Space Station Mir. 
During this flight, the crew also made 
the first exchange of United States 
astronauts on Mir, bringing home Sh-
annon Lucid after six months in space. 
As Akers approaches retirement 
from the Air Force, he has decided to 
conclude his career with NASA and 
return to Rolla to serve as head of the 
Air Force ROTC program and do some-
Colonel Tom Akers is the new head of the Air Force ROTC 
program here at UMR. photo by Ryan Shawgo 
thing else that he enjoys, teaching. 
"My education at UMR is the founda-
tion of my whole career," Akers said. 
. But he did not forget to mention the 
Air Force that has provided him with 
tremendous opporturuties. "The Air 
Force ROTC program has great schol-
arship programs, guaranteed jobs with 
the possibility of flying such planes as 
the F-lS and F-16," Akers said. 
So what does the future ~old for a 
man whose car~er has been full of 
. experiences of which some people can 
only dream? ".I want to do more hunt-
ing and fishing," Akers said. "I want to 
stay close to home and contribute to 
Missouri and the Rolla community as 
much as I can." 
MINER MUSIC REVIE'i: OZZFE.ST ANl> l)EFTONES 
by Jlmbob 
Music Reviewer 
Sup peoples, glad to see ya reading 
the column. Having a job like this 
really takes a lot of time and wears ya 
out if you don't keep up. Well, I was 
able to do some more work this week-
end and pulled out a bit more entertain-
ing music news for everyone. The 
MTV music awards were this week, 
and J amariquai pulled out with four 
awards. Beck recaptured the crown as 
one of the favored performers as well 
as big winners. There were perfor-
mances by bands from Marilyn 
Manson with their overplayed single 
"Beautiful People," to the highly tal-
ented divas of the Euroworld and Spice 
Girls. Chris Rock hosted the awards 
and did one of the better jobs in my 
opinion compared to previous years. 
I appreciate the input people are 
sending me on the column and will put. 
in affect many of the suggestions. I was 
given an idea of having a MUSICIAN 
WANTED part of the page or a list of 
where the local bands play out Sounds 
like a good idea so send me more 
feedback on your iqeas. Well, the 
evening is running out, I have band 
practice (cough cough "everspinning 
real" playing at Kappa Alpha on Sep-
tember 12.and at Kappa Sig on Septem-
ber 19 .. cough co.ugh) so I am going to 
call it short in the babble .. . so read on .... 
. Jimbob . 
Music Gossip for the Week .. _ 
•• Pat Smears Leaves the Foo Fighters 
: hnp:\\imusic.com\newsagent 
•• The Cure in the Studio recording 
singles, release in October 
•• John Popper from Blues Traveler 
Cameo in Blues Bros. 2000 
.. Pink Hoyd Reissues of Hit Albums 
out late September 
.. Beck, Dave Matthews, and Neil 
Young playing at Farm Aid 
•• XTC works on SO for new 
Album release this year 
•• Wu-Tang Bails from Rage Tour -
http:\\www.rollingstone.com 
Concert Reviews: Ozzfest at 
Riverport and' Deftones at the Galaxy 
One of this summer's most sought 
after festiv~ls to attend this year was 
the Ozzfest. The suppOrting bands 
included awesome acts like Machine 
Head, Pantera, Type 0 Negative, 
Powerman SOOO and Fear Factory. The 
show kicked off at I :30 p.m. when 
Powerman SK took the stage and enter-
tained the crowd with songs from their 
Kung Fu Mania album. For those that 
are unfamiliar with Powerman SK, 
lead singer "Spider" is a sibling of Rob 
Zombie from White Zombie. To de-
scribe Powerrnan SK's style of play is 
easier said then done. The laid back, 
almost talking' vocals of Spider mixed 
with 'groove rhythms and killer percus-
sion back-up really made their set en-
joyable . 
Once PMSK finished their set, 
Machine Head quickly took over the 
stage and threw out songs from their 
supporting album The More Things 
Change as well as hits from their pre-
vious album Burn My Eyes. The mosh 
pit was swirling and bodies tumbled 
down the steep hill of the amphithe-
ater. 
A 20-minute break depleted and 
Fear Factory played for the next 40-
minute set. Fear Factory wasn' t really 
supporting their last CD, 
Demanufaclure, but played songs from 
aU their albums. I personally like the 
Demanufaclure sound better lk ii all 
the techno/hardcore crap that got ;1 uck 
on some of their previous albums. 
Machine Head's set was pretty 
short, a tad over 30 minutes, but that 
was to make more time for Pantera's 
show. Phil Enselmo took stage with 
"Becoming" from the GSTK album. 
The crowd went nuts with nothing but 
bobbing. skin heads, clothes,. dust 
More Tears" had everyone chant, al-
most like a godlike presence. Ozzie 
was definitely showing aging signs 
with a lack of.mobility on stage, but a 
bit of here and there clapping kept the 
crowd going. Ozzie's set finished 
close to 9:30 p.m. and the opporturuty 
to see the roots of Ozzy's career was 
Ou.y Ozborne performs with his soul at the Ou. Fest in St. Louis. 
photo by Jimbob 
clouds and whatever anyone could grab 
getting tossed into the air. Phil leaned 
back many times in appreciation of the 
chaos in the lawn area Pantera's set 
lasted over an hour but seemed longer 
than that...excellent show from 
Pantera. 
The time had come for Ozzie to 
make way to the stage with supporting 
musicians like Bobby Trujillo from 
Suicidal Tendencies and the drummer 
from Faith No More. Ozzie played 
close to 20 songs taking every bit of a 2 
hour set. Songs like "Crazy Train," 
"MI. Crowley," "Flying High" and "No 
about to take place. 
Tony, Ozzie and the rest of the old 
croarnes had staggered onto the stage, 
holding hands over their eyes like they 
were in closets for a month. Black 
Sabbath played mostly their big hits 
like "Iron Man" and "Paranoid." By 
this time I had acquired close to five 
rolls of fi lm of some of the greatest ' 
entertainers in the rock world, in my 
opinion. The everung ended around 
midnight. The mere thought of trying 
to leave the venue almost made me 
see Music on page 12 
~. 
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Flower Power: Being human. Being d ivi ne . .----
by Dslsle H.M. Hobson 
Verve WrIter 
"It's only our fear and lack offaith 
that cause us to need to be in what we 
think is control. Yet, self-surrender 
and letting go in loving trust draws out 
what is human in each and every one of 
us, and, therefore, .most divine." -Bert 
White 
This quote is from a hook caJJed 
"Meditations for People Who (May) 
Worry -roo Much" by Anne Wilson 
Schaef. I bought this book to help 
reduce stress in my life. I thought a 
little inspiration would help me stay 
more positive about school. The book 
is arranged by days; so every day pre-
sents something new and wonderful! 
This quote just happened to 'fall on 
my 21st birthday (which was last 
week). This is my fourth and last year 
at UMR. Yes, I am actually doing it in 
four years! I worked hard, studied hard 
and cried hard. I have lived an image 
of a divine superhuman for the last 
three years. This year I decided to call 
it quits and become more human like. 
In my attempt to become more hu-
man, I realized that I don't have much 
to do. I only have rwo classes a day and 
I"m out by 12:30, which is good be-
cause I am a true die-hard "Days" fan! 
I work at night, but I felt like I wasn't 
good enough anymore. I wondered 
what people would think now that I 
wasn't an officer or a research assis-
tant. 
Then, on my birthday, my wonder-
ful sisters took me out to dinner. We all 
Fall movie releases 
by Jason Van Dyke 
Verve Writer. 
As the holiday season rapidly ap-
proaches there is only one thing that 
can let you escape from your annoying 
relatives and the 500 
daily showings of "It's 
a Wonderful Life": 
Blockbuster movies!! 
If you thought it was 
hard deciding on a 
movie before, just wait 
until the ' upcoming 
season. With fall hav-
ing amost double the 
amount of films over 
the same amount of 
time as the summer season, the fight 
for your money will be cut throat to say 
the least . . 
This season, one will witness more 
. sequels then probably ever come'out at 
one time before. "Scream 2," "Alien 
4," "Mortal Kombat 2: Annihilation," 
• An American Werewolf in Paris· and 
the dreaded "Home Alone 3" are the 
sequel ieleases this fall. For those of 
you who crave fresh blood, there will 
be plenty of new movies out to suit your 
taste. Sci-fi movies being released this 
fall include "Postman." In this movie, 
Kevin Costner delivers mail in a post-
nuclear war world. In "Starship Troop-
ers," the situation is military vs. alien 
like "bugs" in the fu-
ture. 
If dramas are your 
thing, then you might 
like "Great Expecta-
tions," a modem retell-
ing of Dickens' classic 
story and the big bud- ' 
geted movie ''Titanic,'' 
There will be a great 
deal out to quicken 
your pulse. 
If you're looking for less serious 
movies, many comedies are coming out 
including "Bean," This is based on the 
British television show "Mr, Bean." 
Jim Carrey is also releasing a new 
comedy called ''The Truman Show." 
With this many movies coming out 
the only problem you 'n have is how to 
get together enough time and money to 
·see them all and still keep your GPA 
up. 
complained about school, and it was 
only the fourth day! The more they 
complained, the more I realized that I 
wasn't alone in thinking this school is 
awful! School is so stressful! It could 
be money, classes, meetings or even 
teachers! Stress is a huge part of every-
day life in Rolla! Even though I have 
cut out a lot of stress in my life, my 
Name-tag obsessions: The wrong way to go 
by Ssrah Albers 
Asslstsnt Verve EdItor 
Many organizations pin name-tags 
on a person so that people can recog-
nize him or her. Stupid idea ... True, 
there are many good things about per-
feet strangers knowing your name, but 
sometimes I forget exactly what they 
are. Supposedly, name-tags are to 
make introductions and gelling to 
know people easier. If you know a 
person ' s name, but not his or her face, 
then name-tags are the greatest inven-
tion in the world (for about.5 seconds) . 
Then again, say you don 'tknow anyone 
in the entire room. 
Let us set up an imaginary situa-
tion. You have been introduced into a 
room full of strangers and on your shirt 
is the illustrious name-tag. A stranger 
approaches you and extends a hand in 
friendly greeting . this is the conversa-
tion that follows: 
"He llo," pause to look at yo ur 
name-tag, ·'Charles." 
"Hello," pause to look at the 
stranger's name-tag in tuni, "Boyd." 
"So, where are you from," glance at 
Hometown: 
CinCinnati, OH 
your name·tag again, "Charles." 
"Cincinnati," is your rep'ly while 
you stand there and think Ibat your 
hometown is printed right under your 
name on your name-tag. 
This conversat ion was not in the 
least awful. although you may feel a 
little awkward al ' he other 's scrutiny of 
your name-tag. 
Let U" !r:- another one: the same 
silu atio r • <l U are introducing 
yourself to someone. 
"Hi, my name is Charles," you say 
extending your hand and a smile at a 
lovely lady. 
"Yes, I know, I can read!" is her 
reply as she stalks away from you into 
the sea of strangers. No one seemed to 
notice the rocky exchange. 
Let us review this little exchange. 
True, the woman may have thought 
that Charles was trying to hit on her and 
she reacted like a witch. Then again, 
maybe she thought he was calling her 
stupid because he had seemingly 
hinted at the thought that she couldn't 
read. This second situation may have 
never happened, but don't you ever 
think about what a person is thinking 
when you say your name in greeting 
when you are wearing a name-tag? 
Then again, if you don ' t say your 
name a long, drawn-out pause might 
follo w your initial greeting and that 
see Name-tag on page 12 
sisters haven't I was trying to think of 
ways to help them and I deeided they 
alSo needed a little inspiration. 
While reading The Miner, I real-
ized there wasn't anything in there that 
jumped out and said "School is Great!" 
It occurred to me that we could all use 
a little pick me up each week! I'm not 
saying I know everything, and I ocr-
tainly have my own problems! I just 
thought I would share my thoughts with 
you! Each week I hope to bring you a 
positive and motivational quote and 
then my interpretation of the quote. I 
caned it Flower Power because I hope 
it brings everyone a little positive en-
ergy even if it is only for a few mo-
ments. My name, being Daisie, hlld 
just a little to do with it 
I thought today's quote was very 
appropriate for this. campus. It seems 
like we are an trying to be superhuman! 
It is pounded into us the minute we step 
on campus to be active! We eventually 
become so active we forget to enjoy 
school and the organizations to which 
we belong. Why do we do this? Well, 
at flfSt it was to meet people but then it 
becomes a resume builder and it be-
comes work! We don't have to be 
sUperltumans! We have to make our-
selves happy! Take a little time out of 
your superlIuman day to do something 
human! Read a book, call an old friend, 
smile or just take a nap. Don't think of 
this as wasting time, think of it as 
coming back: to reali.ty! Try to take the 
time to do something positive for your-
self and someone around you. I 'hope 
everyone has a wonderful week! 
Writing Across the Curriculum: 
Tips and Quips for Writ-
ers: Brand new Office 
by Bsrbsra Bslrd 
WAC 
This year the old Writing Center 
has "morphed" and moved into a brand 
spankin' new Center for Writing Tech-
nologies, located in R~m 114 of the 
Campus Support Facility on State 
Street. The facility contains "state of 
the art" computers and software fit for 
producing top-notch, grade "A" pa-
pers. (No guarantees here, you real-
ize!) 
Writing Assistants (WA's) will 
staff the Center Monday through Fri-
day from 11 :30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Ap-
pointments are available by calling 
341-4436 from 8:30 a.m-12:30p.m, or 
bye-mail at waC@umr.edu. Or, take a 
chance and drop in to see if there is a 
W A available to help you. If these 
times are not convenient for you, 
please schedule an outside appoint-
ment by contacting the telephone num-
ber listed above. 
Writing Assistants are presently 
undergoing training sessions in vari-
ous areas of tutoring, including lab 
reports, organization of a paper, docu-
mentation, editing/revising, English as 
a second language and much more. 
Our WA' s have background experi-
ences in several discipline areas, and 
they are ready to get to work. We 
provide a positive, constructive service 
to help you learn to be a better writer. 
Come on in and take advantage of the 
Writing Center. 
We'll be looking forward to seeing 
you! 
Quip: "Bad spellers of the 
world-untie' ''--Graffito 
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Sports 
The Miner football team competes In a recent pre-season scrimage. The Miners shut-out Quincy 
University by a score of 40-0 this past weekend. photo by Ryan Shawgo 
Cross Country to compete in Mo. Invitational 
Joseph Mclain 
Staff Writer 
On Sat., Sept. 13 the University 
of Missouri-Rolla Miner and Lady 
Miner cross country teams will travel 
to compete in the Missouri Invitational. 
There should be quite a few really com-
petitive schools competing in this meet. 
Some Division I teams will be running 
there. Also, this will be the first big meet 
of the season for the Miners. 
In their last meet on Sat., Sept. 6 
they ran at the Southern Illinois Univer-
sity-Edwardsville Twilight Cross Coun-
try Invite. There the only competing 
schools were SIU and UMR. Coach 
Sarah Preston predicted the meet to be 
close and competitive. Last year SIU 
managed to place ahead of UMR in the 
regional meet. Now the Miners are 
looking to start their season by defeat-
ing them at their own meet. 
On the men's side the Miners 
proved dominant over SIU. Five of the 
to.P six runners from SIU or UMR were 
Miners. Senior Ben Mulvaney had the 
best time ofthem coming in at 20:47.39. 
The times are not easy to compare wi th 
other meets, because the SIU Twilight 
Invite was a 6K race. The Miners usu-
ally train for 10K. The course also had 
many hills which may have worked to 
the Miners advantage acco rdi ng to 
Coach Preston, because their training is 
more strength oriented. The other top 
finishers fo r UMR included Matt 
Hagen, Craig McCouley, Jeff Krause 
and Kevin Johnson rounding out the top 
five. 
"They [SIU] are a young team, 
and our experience helped us win," jun-
ior Matt Hagen said . 
Since in previous years SIU and 
UMR have b.een close in abi lity, Hagen 
sees this as a serious indication of im-
provement on the Miners part. 
"We haven t lost anyone since 
last year, and we have also become 
deeper than in the past. This win is a 
stepping stone to achieving our goals for 
the season," Hagen said. 
Coach Preston s main goal for 
the Miners is a top five finishing posi-
tion in the regionals. This is a national-
qualifying position . On the women's 
side was a more entertaining close ly 
fought battle. Jennifer Frazer was the 
fastest Lady Miner in at 15:39. 13 and 
took second place ' between UMR and 
SIU runners. Making up UMR s five 
best were Sheri Lentz, Tracy Jones, 
Sheryl Ziccard i and Julia Kuseski along 
with Frazer. The Lady Miners were only 
one position away from claiming vic-
tory but came up just shy. After this 
close dual the Lady Miners as well as 
the Miners are looking forward to more 
excitement in the Missouri Invitational. 
f: Miner Match-up UMR Miners 
at 
Missouri Valley 
Site: Missouri Valley College, Marshall, Mo. 
Date: Sept. 13, 1997 





Starting the season off with a 
bang, the Uiliversity of Missouri- Rolla 
Miner Football team o·vercame. the ' 
Quincy University Hawks by a score of 
40-0 on Saturday Sept 6, 1997. This 
begins their pursuit of their first win-
ning season in 10 years, but standing in 
their way, is a long string of opponents. 
Thjs Saturday, Sept. 13 at 7p.m., the 
Miners will head to Marshall, Mo. to 
face the Missouri Valley Vikings. This 
game will mark the third year in a row 
for these two teams to meet, with the 
Miners having the edge after defeating 
the Vikings by a score of20-7 last year. 
"There is a tremendous rivalry 
between these two schools, but I have 
great pride in our team, and I feel 
good about our chances," Miner Head 
Coach Jim Anderson said. "but we do 
not know what to expect from this 
team offensively because they have a 
new offensive coordinator an d this 
will be their first game of the season. 
As far as their defen se, we expect 
them to come at us wit h a lot of 
man-Io-man coverage. Although, if 
we can break through the line in our 
running game, we can have some long 
run s.1t 
The Mine rs may have to go 
without quarterback Dave 
McCormack, who was injured late in 
the game against Quincy. This game 
wi ll give Matt Brueckner the starting 
j ob for the second week in a row. 
McCormack's statu s for Saturday'S 
game is uncertain. 
. Offensively, the Miners will 
take the same approach as they 9id 
!lgainst Quincy. They wiII try to get 
the ru~nirig game going e.arly, and 
continuously poun<,l the high pressure 
Viking defense. Senior Jason Wag-
oner will be leading the running 
game. Wagoner racked up 123 rush-
i~g yards and one touchdown. against . 
the Hawks. 
"We haven't been sucessful . in 
'past years with our running game, 
therefore we needed to start off tlie 
season with a lot of rushing yards 
which will lead to a stronger overall 
game," Anderson said. 
Along with the running game, ' 
the Miners possessed strong special 
teams. Along with blocking four 
punts, senior Brandon Risner made 
four out of six feild goals, with the 
longest 37 yards and McCormack had 
three punts for a tOtal of over 100 
yards. 
A reason for the victory over 
Quincy was defense. The Miner de-
fensive sq uad held the Hawks to 150 
to ta l yards and 31 rushing yard s . 
Leading the pack we re juniors 
Charl es Varadin with nine tackles and 
Bryan Lewis with four tackles and a 
sack.As far as the passing attack went, 
Ihe ball was spread to a wide variety 
of recievers, with sophomore Sam 
Petty, junior Ed Starks and senior 
Elliot Jackson catching two balls each 
for a total of 140 out of the Miner's 
180 total passing yards. As this 
matches up with the Viking's defen-
sive scheme, it should produce an 
exc iting match. 
M-Club Athlete 
• 
This week's M-Club Athlete of the Week is Jen Splaing8(!l. Splaingard is a 
midfielderfor the Lady Miner Soccer Team. She was named Athlete of the 
week for her performance in last weekends soccer matches. She scored the 
winning goal in UMR's 3-0 victory over Northeastern Stale Uoiversity. 
of the week 
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Miner soccer to travel to Columbia today 
by Todd Monroe 
Staff Writer 
The Uni vers ity o f Misso uri -
Ro lla men 's soccer team will travel to 
Co lumbia, Mo. today at 7 p.m. to try to 
boost their record fo r the 1997 season. 
Today's game will precede the Miners' 
home debut against Missouri Valley on 
Friday, Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. 
The men enter this week after 
tournament competition on Saturday, 
Sept. 6 and Sunday, Sept. 7 in Evans-
ville, Indiana at the University of South-
em Indiana Soccer Tournament. The 
UMR soccer team split the two games 
to bring their record to I -2 for the sea-
son. 
Game One on a warm Saturday 
aftemoon pitted the Miners against Lin-
coln Memorial at Strassweg Field. The 
game ended in a close 4-3 loss to Lin-
coln Memorial for UMR. Starting for 
the UMR tearn were Jeff Hougland, 
John Almeida, Brian Koscielski, Mike 
Kiefer, Nathan Wojtkiewicz, Ashley 
Dupree, Jarred Rhea, Scott Vogelsang, 
Joe Young, Gevan McCoy and Matt 
Long. 
The first goal was scored by 
Eddie Escobar of Lincoln Memorial 
approximately 30 minutes into the con-
test with an assist from Dave Swaney. 
About 20 minutes later, UMR answered 
when McCoy scored an unassisted goal 
to bring the halft ime score to I- I. 
Linco ln Memori al opened the 
second half with three goals within the 
first 15 minutes of play. The fi rst came 
when Escobar scored with an ass ist 
from Brandon Browning. The second 
was a Nathan Caldwell score with an 
assist from Escobar. Lincoln 's final 
goal of the game was unassisted and 
contributed by Swaney. 
The Miners tried to mount a 
comeback with two goals with nearly 
10 minutes left in the contest, the first 
coming from Vogelsang with an assist 
from Koscielski. The second effort was 
from Wojtkiewicz, assisted by 
Almeida. These last goals were to be 
the last of the game, with Lincoln Me-
morial emerging the victor. 
Yellow cards were issued to 
UMR's Conor Magee, McCoy, Dupree 
and LMU' s Jeremy Garner. 
Sunday afternoon saw the UMR 
athletes retum to the field to face Chris-
tian Brothers University. This game 
ended as a UMR Miner 3-1 conquest, 
and brought their toumament finish to 
I-I. 
Starting the second game were 
Hougland, Almeida, Koscielski, Joel 
Warneke, Kiefer, Wojtkiewicz, Alan 
McMahon, Magee, B.J. Stuhl satz, 
Chri s Leonard and McCoy. 
CBU jumped on the boards first 
with a goal by Mike Shipman, assisted 
by Toli Savaides 13 minutes into the 
game. This w ould be the only score 
during the first half, and the only goal 
for t~e CBU team. 
Five minutes into the second 
period, UMR put their first points on 
the board when Stuhlsatz scored with 
assists from Almeida and Vogelsang. 
Koscielski would score the final two 
goals of the game, putting UMR ahead 
for the duration of the contest. The first 
of his goals was assisted by Kiefer at 
the 71 minute mark, while the second 
came four minutes later, assisted by 
Young. 
Yellow cards were issued to four 
CBU players. These players included 
Andy Savaides, Ray Coleman, Eric 
Aertker and Kyle Attarin . Coleman 
was later given a red card. 
The USI men ' s team emerged as 
toumament champion by way of tie-
breaker with a I - I record. 
UMR Miners named to the All-
Tournament Team were McCoy, 
Almeida and Kiefer. The Most Valu-
able Player was USI's Les Meenan. 
Lady Miner home opener this Friday 
by Todd Monroe 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla women's soccer team will try to 
extend their winning streak on Friday, 
Sept. 12, when they make their home 
debut for the 1997 soccer season. 
Gametime is scheduled for 'S p.m. 
The Lady Miners currently are 
in possession of an unbeaten record of 
4-0, ~fter claiming their second tour-
nament championship in as many tries 
during the past two weekends. The 
UMR women have shut out the oppo-
sition in each of their games. 
Their most recent success oc-
curred in Evansville, Indiana, at the 
University of Southern Indiana Soccer 
Tournament, during games on Satur-
day, Sept. 6, and Sunday, Sept. 7. 
Warm, sunny weather was 
present for the first game between the 
Lady Miners and Lincoln Memorial at 
Strassweg Field in Indiana. The game 
ended with a 2-0 victory for UMR. The 
starting lineup for the first game con-
sisted of Michelle Johnson, Jen 
Splaingard, Crissie Eckhoff, Kim 
Hydemen, Tami Bowman, Natalie 
Sanders, Amber Fischer, Kelly Tho-
mas. Denise McMillan, Connie Meyers 
and Lizz Szkrybalo. Scoring for the 
team was Sanders. who scored an un-
assisted goal in each half of the con-
test. The first goal eame 30 minutes into 
the game. With eight minutes gone in 
the second period, Sanders scored her 
. second goal, and the score would not 
change throughout the remainder of the 
match. 





Site: Miner Soccer Field 
Date: Sept. 12, 1997 
TIme: Miners- 7 PM COT 
Lady Miners- 5 PM COT 
P_.l _ a .Jl .e r s T 0 W ate h 
Miners: John Almeida (1 goal, 3 pts.) , B.J . Stuhlsatz (1 goal , 
2 pts.) 
Lady Mlner~: Michelle Johnson (11 saves. 0 GA), Jen 
Splaingard (5 shots, 1 goal) 
on Sunday with similar weather condi-
tions and similar results. The UMR 
team defeated Christian Brothers to the 
tune of9-O, leaving them with a tie with 
the University of Southem Indiana. 
Since both teams amassed a 2-0 record 
in the tournament and equal in all 
tiebreakers the two colleges split the 
toumey championship. 
Starting the Sunday game were 
Johnson. Splaingard, Eckhoff, Alison 
Hanson. Hydemen, Bowman, Sanders, 
Thomas, McMillan. Meyers , and 
Szkrybalo. 
UMR recorded six goals in the 
first half of the game to jump in the lead 
during the second game. Twelve min-
utes into the contest, Szkrybalo put the 
women 's team on the board with an 
see Lady Miners on page 13 
He Shoots ... 
---------------.~ 
... He Scores 
by Sean Ellis 
Assistant Sports Editor 
This is the debut issue of a brand new column written by me. In this 
column J will lightheartedly be covering the bloopers, blemishes' and bunk 
associated with all sports ranging from Arche.ry to Wrestling. 
It seems that since the days of Jackie Robinson sports have been plagued 
with problems that have pitted white against black. All sports have seen this 
problem. Football, baseball, hockey, chess and now women 's tennis has had 
an incident, following the greatly received end of the Tiger WoodslFuzzy Zoeller 
debacle. 
Yesterday I watched the Women 's semi-finals of the U.S. Open. It was 
the perfect Cinderella match between eleventh seeded Irina Spirlea and virtual 
unknown Venus Williams. Cheers of excitement went through thqArthur 
Ashe Memorial Court at the National Tennis Center 
Williams beeame the first African-American woman to advance to the 
final round of the U.S. Open, but in the middle of the second set whispers of 
racism spread through the crowd. 
The incident occurred as both women walked back to their chairs dur-
, ing a changeover in the second set. At court side, neither of them seemed to 
falter as both blatantly walked right into each other, but the true motivation 
behind the action was not revealed until after the match at the press confer-
ence. When asked what we!)t through her mind at the time, Spirlea used sev-
eral expletives to describe Williams and her actions. 
"That [expletive deleted)'ing Venus Williams, she needs to watch where 
she [is) going,"commented Spirlea. 
Later, while appearing on ESPN's SportsCenter, Williams was asked 
about her reaction toSpirlea's comments. "She [Spirlea) has her own opinions, 
there's nothing i can do about it," Williams said. . 
I don't believe that racism has hampered professional sports, but that 
this sort of thing has increased the competition. I beli~e that it has added 
another facet that players of the olden days did not have to face. Let us take 
see He Shoots ... on page 13 
No tradition, No game 
by Brad Neuville 
Sports Column'" 
With the Major League Baseball Playoffs fast approaching, and teams 
like the Cardinals fighting for a spot, baseball owners are preparing to set a 
bonfire to their game. Perhaps that would be much quicker and less painful 
than whittling down baseball one tradition at a time as they are doing now. 
First it was the designated hitter. Next was the wild-Qltd. Then came 
interleague play. Now it's realignment. What are these people thinking? 
It is a sound idea to align conferences and divisions accordinJ( to geog-
raphy. Just take the Atlanta Falcons in football as an example. They have no 
business being in the NFC West. That'sjust it though, baseball is ALREADY 
aligned geographically. Take, as an example, the National League Central which 
includes the Cardinals, Pirates, Reds, Cubs and Astros. All of these teams are 
in the central region of the country. 
I'll admit that interleague play has worked this year. I'll even admit to 
getting excited at some of the match-ups that interleague play has created. 
Under the owner's realignment plan there would still be interleague games. 
But what would be the .point? Interleague play in the future would feature 
match-ups between teams that are in the same league right now, Boston vs. 
Seattle for example. The thrill of seeing a match-up for the first time would be 
gone. 
Some owners have touted realignment as a way to bring fans back to 
game. One can ' t help but think that the owners care nothi.ng of the game and 
everything of their pocketbooks .. Only the owners will 1i'enefit, in the short 
run, from realignment. Teams will spend less on transportation, food and even 
salaries (if the DH is eliminated from both leagues). 
Baseball owners should be concentrating on making Frank Thomas, 
Barry Bonds and Ken Griffey Jr. as big an attraction as Shaq and Mike. Instead 
they try, with the wild-card, to make teams the equivalent of the L.A. Clippe~ 
have a legitimate shot at the play-offs. It seems that baseball should learn how 
to market its stars the way basketball has rather than kill its traditions. 
It has been said that kids in the 90s are all about fast cars, fast computers 
and fast gratification. They say that kids don't like the game anymore because 
it is too slow and too boring. Well , find a way to make it fun again. Sponsor 
inner-city sandlot games like the NBA sponsors inner-city pick-up basketball 
games. Owners make it seem like it is impossible to bring kids back to the 
game. No ladies and gentlemen, you just haven't tried. 
The current attempt by baseball to bring back fans is the "If you don't 
li ke baseball, move to Norway" commercials. What kind of message does thai 
send? If you were an eight-year-old kid who had never played baseball before, 
see No Tradition ... on page 13 
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'I wouldn't call it "speCial" - I think "unusual" 
might've been the word you were lookin' for.' 
BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL 
DAVE by David Miller 
"I busted the lamp." 
MINER ADJUSTMENTS 
/ LOV£, Ofif!? I. .. 
~'1 Ct.t?SS£5, 
/f1 y TEAtJlE/Y~ 
1'9/VL) TilE 60'105. 
TIiE-fE lJirE .:rO· 
MI/NY 6tJYS/..: 
by Daryl Cagle 
The top reasons why teens drink or do drugs: being 
drunk or high feels good (79 percent); it helps to forget 
problems (67 percent); others do it (66 percent); 
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JO Marathon, 36 It'll get you Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
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or Zadora 40 DDE's Anchor Crescent Funnel Star 
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SUBCONSCIOUS: HOMECOMING 
ROYALTY PICTURES TONIGHT! 
by Diana Alt 
SUB 
The fall semester is well underway 
and Homecoming is quicldy approach-
ing. For all you Homecoming King and 
Queen candidates out there, pictures 
are tonight, September 10, in the SUB 
Office from 5-7:00 p.m'. King and 
Queen candidates from the same orga-
nization need to come at the same time 
as their picture will be taken together. 
This weekend's movie, "Hackers," 
will be shown September 13 and Sep-
tember 14 at 7:00 and 9,00 p.m. in ME 
104. Also coming up soon is the Miner 
Triathalon sponsored by the Leisure 
Jimbob's Music 
from pageS 
consider suicide, but I didn' L..l was 
given access to leave o ut the back 
way ... yes, there is a back way out of 
Riverport. The evening was fun. I had 
gotten my pictures and made it home so 
I could rest my barking dogs. What a 
day!-- Jimbob 
The Deftones played this summer 
at the Galaxy in downtown St. Louis. 
For those that are unfamiliar with the 
Deftones, they are the band from which 
many people thought Kom had stolen 
their so und. The evening was plas-
tered with the punk band Humble Gods 
and the Rage Against the Machine 
sound-alikes, Downse!. Each band 
was pretty cool. but I spent the majority 
and Recreational Committee. It will 
take place on September 27 outside the 
Multipurpose building. Sign up for the 
triathalon is at 8:00 a.m. and the event 
begins at 8:30 a.m. For more informa-
tion, contact the SUB office (341-
4220,218 UCW). 
In addition to all of our exciting 
upcoming events, SUB is still accept-
ing applications for the position of Vice 
President of Programming until Sep-
tember 16 with elections occurring on 
September 17. At least one semester 
of experience as a programming direc-
tor is required, and applications are 
available in the Student Union Board 
office. 
of my time working my way to the front 
of the pit for the Deftones. \0 p.m. 
struck the night liour and the Deftones 
took the stage. 
Chino. the lead singer opened the 
night with one of their popular songs, 
"Bored." The crowd could only be 
described as apesh't. People moshing, 
stage diving and crushing unsuspect-
ing attendees really made the evening 
fun. The stage show itself was pretty 
lame. but seeing Chino sing'and watch-
ing how he gets his voice to crowl like 
it does was amazing. The evening 
started out early, around 8 p.m., and 
finished close to midnight. Excellent· 
show for only ~8 . If they ever come 
back or make it to an area near you, 
make an effort to check them out. 
--Jimbob 
Phil Enselmo from Pantera takes in the crowd's cheers at The Ozz Fest this past summer. 
photo by Jimbob 
Name-tag 
from page 6 
could be just as awkward as the previ-
ous situation, if not more. 
Your name-tag placement is criti-
cal to your feelings about your name-
tag. If you resent wearing your name-
tag, you would either a.) grumble about 
the hole he or she is putting in his or her 
own clothing, b.) wear the naine-tag at 
the bottom of his or her shirt to make it 
hard for people to see (likewise, put-
ting it under another article of cloth-
ing), orc.) "lam sorry. I have acciden-
Gossip 
tally misplaced my name-tag." 
Then, of course, there are those 
people who "love" their name-tags. 
Multiple name-tags adorn a jacket or 
the person's clothing. These people . 
may find it exciting that they could 
hold a conversation without saying a 
word. Then again, ITO one really 1cnows 
exactly why these people like so many 
name-tags. These people are very 
confused and need to take a valium and 
learn to meet people. 
Just for fun, let's look at a hypo-
thetical situation with the name-tag 
obsessive with'the same room with the 
same people. Charles is resenting his 
name-tag because of the woman from 
before .. 
This new person. James we will 
calt him, walks into the room proudly 
wearing six beautiful name-tags of 
multiple colors. Everyone in the room. 
seeing James enter the room. promptly 
walk,s to the other side of the room. 
James, as you can probably guess, 
spends the entire night alone with his 
name-tags and seems perfectly con-
tent. 
The moral of the story: name-tags, 
but only in ~oderation . 
In an effort to alleviate the pain and suffering caused by the typing and publishing of the Campus GOSSip, 
Starting this week, The Miner has decided to charge a $0.25 fee for every gossip submission to The Miner, 
There will be envelopes on The Miner Submission Box outside the offi.ce in 103A Norwood Hall. Thank you 
for your understanding. 
Hey Gerbi ls, Couldn ' t fini sh thc job? in WI-liE. Beth, your baby will always Diane is a really good artist-Becker 
Dawg Pound bethere. UMR Women's Soccer rocks. -
great!!-,- From the friendly folks at Love those Quackers 
NRHH 
- Mish She (Bigg "0 ") has ~ sassy wall(. 
ZTA New Members RULE! We love Becker and Pete 
Great Job 6S-Travis 
you guys. GO UMR HOCKEY!Congrats on the 
extra fundraising ... good luck with the 
ZTA! # I ! rest. Have a blast and do great! 
Love, ZTA 
Congratulations to all the sororities 
during rush! GO GREEK! -ZTA Congrats Cassie and Lori! The best 
j Artemis and Athena ever! 
Kyle- Give us our cups or ELSE! 
Colleen- Guess what? Your big sis loves 
you! 
I love my family-Julie, Jen W. , and 
Mozow! --ZLAM, Teresa 
Bridget- You'rethe bestest Iil sis!--Jenn 
Sunshine- Love ya honey! 
Hey Kim-berly, try'coming home once 
Lori- Congratulations! I' msoproudof 
you! Love, YLLS 
Brooke- Keep smiling. it will all work 
out in the end. Love. YLS 
Zeta Goddesses ROCK 
Zeta loves their ho"scboys! 
Good Luck wilh ,;"nball ZTAI 
ZTA lovcs "'" ,,, 1'111"11 coachesl! 
OWW!! 00 Coyote! 
Hey Cats: I'm watching. B on 5 
Knowns-Great win-use the Gimp bat. Congrats to Everyone who gave blood. 
Pete. You saved people. SK and RM ...... true????-JustCurious 
Great Job on the blood drive 3N-Mike Hey 5NN! Keep up the great work and '96 M.E.P.-They dropped the bomb 
wonderful enthusiasm. I love you all! - on y'all, baby ... they dropped the bomb 
Whe~the hecli. is Moe? -Brent Anne on y'all!-No eyez on you. 
Congratulations everyone that got a part 
in the play! Especially Shawn and Joy! 
TJ Staff 
Happy Late Birthday Chris Ray! 
Congrats.Kate on the part in the play!-
9 South 
Patrick-You're a sweetie I - Jennifer 
NRHH Leadership Participants: You're 
Much love to females-Doubrava and 
Papa 
David, would you please leave the sea 
. donkeys alone? Doubrave and Papa . 
20-7 Go 7N! Keep the victoriescoming. 
6Nrocksthedorm! One word: BOOM! 
Ladies-you look good! Sooo - what 's . 
up? -Papa and Doubrava 
5-North-The break up is tearing me 
apart!-Terribly Tearful 
K.H.-Are you lonely without SIS? 
Apparently, you've found a new 
hobby .... baby-siuing???-M.L.P and 
The Baby-Sitters Club 
Monie. where you at? .... where you 
at? .. not in Rolla! 
Who that is???????? That 's just K-Jay 
playing daddy!!!- Bebe's kids 
SeptllC ~ednes"Y' 
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He Shoots ... 
from page 8 
basketball as an example. 
Perhaps the greatest sign of this is the average score of National Basketball 
Association games in the days before racial integration. In the early 1950' s the 
all NBA points-per-game average was a mere 79.5. Today's 'games are consid-
ered slow and boring ifscores dOIl ' t exceed 90, with most teams today averaging 
above 100. It is also evident in the "All-Stars" of yest.eryear. A notable early 
NBA player was Bob Cousy. Cousy was well known and loved for his inability 
to score. 
He was famous for his time killing skills and was often called upon to hog 
the ball ·and keep anyone from scoring, while today' s stars such as Michael Jor-
dan and Charles Barkley are known for their ability to move the ball quickly and 
score as many points as possible. 
I believe these changes could not have come around without the racial 
integration. By allowing African-American players into professional sports, the 
white athletic community was forced to open its eyes and realize they couldn't 
continue on in mediocrity. Here was many young, talented African-American 
children 's chance to rise to fame and fortune through professional sports, and 
while rising to the top they could show up some of their racial counterparts. 
In retrospect, it is no wonder that the occasional blemish shows up on our 
front porches with the paper in the morning. With all this fighting for racial 
supremecy in professional sports, it is no wonder that occasionally someone gets 
his or her feet stepped on, and I for one, am glad to see that sports are continually 
headin'g to higher grounds. 
Any questions, comments, suggestio ns. or ideas should be sent to 
sellis@umr.edu 
No Tradition ... 
from page 8 
would that commercial tllrn you on to the game? I thin k not. 
The strike did hurt baseball 's popularity as the owners so often whine. 
And yes, the players were the ones who did most of the turning off of fans. But 
baseball doesn ' t need gimmicks to get back on its feet. It needs to get back to 
what made it America's game in the first place. Baseball should play up its 
storied past, play up its exciting present and most importantly play up its promis-
ing future. 
Stars like Ken Griffey, Jr. will be around for a long time to come and 
should be marketed j~st as young NBA superstars are. Every year Junior will be 
in the hunt to break Roger Maris's single season home run record and, ifhe plays 
long enough, may challenge Hank Aaron's all-time home run mark. Not to men-
tion that Junior is an upstanding citizen and a great role model for kids in an age 
where athlete-role models are few and far between. 
Tradition isn't always your grandparents telling you about how it was in 
the good old days. Tradition is an integral part of our society and an even more. 
important part of baseball . What other sport can boast names like Ty Cobb, Babe 
Ruth, Roger Marris, Cy Young, Pete Rose, Cal Ripken and Joe DiMaggio? 
Leaving baseball owners with the thought of what Ty Cobb might say 
about the changes they propose, I've prepared a short list for owners who want to 
help the game. 1) Go to marketing schoo l. 2) Leave the gimmicks at home. 
Comments, Questions, Ideas? You can reach me at bjn@umr.edu . 
Making a bequest to the 
American Heart Association 
says something special about 
you. It's a gift of health for 
future generations - an 
unselfish act of caring .. 
Your gift will fund research 
and educational programs to 
fight heart accack, stroke, 
high blood pressure and other 





bring others the joy and 
freedom of good health. 
To learn more about how 
you can leave a legacy for the 
future, caIIl-800-AHA-USAl. . 
Do it today. 
American Heart .~ 
Association;" 
Fighting Heart Disea.se 
• andStlDke 
Lady Miners 
from page 8 
unassisted goal. Approximately 45 sec-
onds later, Szkrybalo scored again, with 
an assist from Sanders. Seventeen min-
utes into the contest, Sanders came up' 
with an uassisted goal of her own, and 
assisted a goal by Splaingard with 30 
minutes gone by in the first half. Sand-
ers scored the remaining two goals of 
the half with an assist from Sara Rudy 
at the 36 minute mark, and an assist 
from Fischer about one minute later. 
The opposing Christian Broth-
ers team was still held scoreless in the 
second half, whil e UMR scored three 
more goals to seal the victory. Szkrybalo 
scored her third goal of the afternoon 
10 minutes into the second halfwith an 
assist from Eckhoff. The eighth goal of 
the afternoon came when Christian 
Brothers contributed a point to the 
Lady Miner cause by scoring upon 
themselves. With 1'5 minutes left in the 
game, Sanders scored her fourth ·goal of 
the evening with an assist from Heather 
Morgan for the ninth and final goal of 
the conquest. 
Four teammates on the UMR 
women's soccer team were recognized 
for their play in the tournament by be-
ing named to the Women 's AII-Tourna-
ment Team. Honorees were Sanders, 
Splaingard, Hydemen and Johnson .. 
The Most Valuable Player of the tour-
ney was US!'s Megan Russell. 
The Lady Miner defense has 
contributed for UMR during the early 
part of the season. In fact, opposing 
teams have yet to score a goal against 
this 1997 women 's soccer squad. 
I· 0 RIb I I n l' C A I 1 ();-..: n 11 d It L S L A It C Ii C 0 ~1 M l ' :"\ I 1 \' 
HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL 
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB. 
FORTUNATELY, WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME. 
"\'1 Tith nearly 80 years of leadership experience 
VV in ou r fi e ld . TIAA-CREF is eminently 
qualified to help you bu ild a comfo rtable. \va ny -
Free retirement. ' 
Our references are equ ally impeccable-
today, ne<lrly two million of the best min ds in 
America tru st' LI S w it h their finan c ia l Future. 
All ow us to review our qualifications. 
Superior strength 
With over $200 bi lli on in asse ts. TIAA-CREF is 
the world 's la rgest retirement o rga ni za tion -
and among the most so lid. TIAA is one of OJl ly 
a ha ndful of compani es to have ea rn ed top rat-
ings for FlI1ancia l strength. and CREF is one of 
Wall Stree t's la rgest in vestors.' 
Solid, long-tenn perfonnance 
We seek out long-term opportunities that other 
companies. in pursuit of quick gains. often miss. 
Though past performance can't guarantee 
future' resuits, this patient philvsophy has 
proven extremely rewarding. 
Surprisingly low expenses 
TIAA-CREF's operating costs 'are among the 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."" 
lowest in t he in sura nce a nd mutu a l fund 
indust ri es . The refore, more of yo ur money 
goes w here it s hould - toward s e nsu ring 
'y o ur Future? 
Easy diversification 
We o fT'e t' a wide variety of expet'tly managed 
invesl"lnent o ptions to help bui ld yo ur assets. 
With stoc k. bond . money ma rket. and rea l 
estate accounts -as well as a guaranteed 
a nnuity to choose from - TI AA-CREF makes 
dive rs ifica tion easy. 
Unrivaled service 
\Ve be lieve that ou r service distinguis hes us 
From every othe r retire ment company . In th e 
latest Dalbar Consumer Satisfaction Survey, 
a study of 2.000 financia l companies. TIAA-
CREF was voted the lead ing provider of 
retirement plans. 
IF y ou work in education, research, or relat-
ed f.i elds. why not put TIAA-CREF's .experi-
ence to work for you? To find out more , visit 
our Web site at ,VVt'Wotiaa<t;'efoorg or call us 
at 1-800-842-2776. 
=-
Get AT&T One Rate. FREE. 
And don't worry about the time or the distance. 
If yo u live off camp us, choose AT&T Lo ng Distance and sign up for AT&T 
O ne Rate. Free. Yo u' ll also get a free o ne·year membe rship to St ude nt 
Advantage~-the largest student discount program eve r . 
• AT&T One Rat e: only IS¢ a minute on calls fro m home-to anybody, 
anytime, anywhere in the U.S. 
Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off 
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national 
sponsors- like Kinko's ~ Tower Records~ and Amtrak~ 
live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate 
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE. 
Call 1-800-878-3872 
or v i s i t www . att.com / c o llege / np . html 
It's all within your reach . 
Student Advantage ofrer va]id for AT&T ResIdential l ong Distan<e customers.. IS> 1997 AT&T 
AT8.T 
'ber 10, 191: Veclnesciay, September 10, 1997--------------------------------- )(!uour\ l4lowr -----P.,. 15 
Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the 
largest student discount program ever. FRE E. 
-.po .. ,.. ....... 
.r.r_"-r-
. AM 
Choos e AT&T. 
Choose AT&T. And we'll give yo u a free one-year Student Advantage'" 
membership. Use your card to get specia l offers and up to 50% off every 
day at thousands of your fa vorite neighborhood places and national sponsors 
like these: 
• 
~ M@bil' ~ ~ "V_MIl' Greyhound "';I"j.·I:1 ...... ~ .. 
~r..4!J1!( ~mc. MOTOPHOTO kinko's' III T HEATRES T~ El]Erm 11.." the OUI" ... -
Get a Student Advantage membe rship. FREE. 
Call 1-800-878-3872 
or v i sit w ww.a tt .co m / c o ll ege/ np . h tm l 
It ' s all with n your reach. 
Student Advanl<lge ofrer valid for AT&T ResIdential Long Distance 
AT&T Calling Card MId AT&T Universal Card customer<>. © 1997 AT&T 
Allal 
== 
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----Employment----
Full-Time 
ALLTELCORPORATION Method: PRS·OPEN 
11025 Anderson Dr. Suite 325 InterviewDate: HY09. HYIO 
Little Rock. AR 72212 
Attn: Mr. Jonathon White 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M:ijors: ELECCMPSMGTSAMTH 
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798 
Citi22nship: USIPenn 
Position Available: ProgrammerTrainee 
Position Location: Training in Little Rock 
Deadline fur submitting resume: September 18 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes. Oct 8. 6:00 p.m.·Centennial Hall West 
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
www.alltel.rom 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERMICA (ALCOA) Method: PRS·OPEN 
POBox 3567 Interview Date: 10107 
Davenp<>rt. IA 52808 
Attn: Ms. Julie Fee. Recruiting Coordinator 
DegreeLevel: BM MinimumGPA: 2.350 
M:ijors: ELEC MECH MET 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 07 
Citi22nship: USlPerm 
Position Available: Electrical Engr; Mechanical Engr; Metallurgical Engr 
Posit ion Location: Davenport, Iowa 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
Bring copy of transcript to interview; if applis::ahle bring green card 
to interview. Drug screening is pre·condi~ion of employment. 
AMERICAN AIRLINES 
P.O. Box 582809 MD 165 
Tulsa. OK 74 158·2809 
Attn: Ms. Iris Culp. Human Resources Rep. 
Degree Level: B M Minimum CPA: 2.450 
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 00 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Engineer 
Position Location: Thlsa, OK 
Deadline fo r submitting resumes: September 16 
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall 
Americanair .com 
AMERITECH CELLULAR SERVICE 
500 Maryville College 
St. louis, MO 63141 
Attn: Mr. Vince Zagani. Engineering Manager 
Degree Level: B M Minimum CPA: 2.000 
Majors: ELEC CMPS 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Electrical Engr; Camp Sci Engineer 
Position Location: Chesterfield, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 15 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10/07 
Method. PRS·OPEN 
lntezv:iew Date: 10/06, 10120 
Al'IDERSENCONSULTING Method: PRS·OPEN 
IOIOMarketStSuite 1100 Interview Date: 10108, 10109 
St. Louis, MO 6310 I 
Att~ Ms. Ruth Brock, Director-Human Resources 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M:ijors: ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS AMTH 
Grad Dates:0597 12970507 
Citi22nship: USIPerm 
Position Available: Analyst www.ac.com 
Position Location: NationwidelPrimarily St. Louis and Kansas City 
DP.adline for submitting resumes: September 24 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thurs, Sept 25·6:30 p.m.·Engr Management 103 
Company Personal Data Sheet MUST be submitted with resume 
Data Sheets available in 301 Norwood Hall. 
BLACK & YEATCH ENGINEERS Method: PRS-OPEN 
84OOWardPkwy. InterviewDate: l(}'10 
Kansas City. MO 64114 
Attn: Ms. Katy May. College Recruiting Coord. 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.700 
MlIjon: CHEELECCM.EMANMECHCMPSMGTS 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
CitDenohip: 
Position Available: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall 
Position Location: Overland Park, KS: Kansas City. MO 
Deadlineilrsubmittingresumes: September 19 
PRE-RECRUITMENTMEETING: Thurs, Oct 9· 6:OOp.m.·210 McNutt Hall 
www@bv.oom . 
BURNS&MCOONNELL Method: PRS-OPEN 
9400WardParkway Interview Date: 10109 
KansasCity.MO 64141 
Attn: Ms. Melissa Hragyil. College Relations Coord. 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M:ijors: CHEELECGEECM.MECHCMPSGEOL 
Grad Dates; 1297 0598 0798 
Citi=sbip: 
Position Available: Chemical. CivL Structural, Envirorunental: 
Electrical. Mechancial Engineers 
Position Location: Kansas City and St. Louis, MO 
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 18 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes Oct. 8· 7:00p.m.· Mark Twain Room 
Bringunoffic:ia1 transcript to interview. www.bumsmcdrom 
CERNERCORPORATION Method: PRS·OPEN 
2800 Rockcreek Parkway Interview Date: 10109 
Kansas City. MO 64117·2551 
Attn: M.. l<ristin Rozier. Recruiter 
Degree u,vel: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M:ijors: ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS ECON CHEM UFS AMTH PHYS GEOL 
Grad Dates.0597 1297 05980798 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Programmer/Application Developer 
Positionl..ocation: Kansas City. MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18 
PRE·RECRUITMENTMEETING:Wednes.Oct8·6:oop.m.·216McNuttHall 
Infurmation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
www.cemer.com 
ComEd Method: Open 
PO Box 767 Interview Date: 10109 
Chicago. IL 60690·0767 
Attn: Ms. Mary Kay McMahon. Director, Professional Recruitment 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M:ijors: CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798 
Citizenship: USlPerm 
Position Available: Analyst/Programmer 
Position Location: Northern illinois 
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: September 25·8:00 a.m. 
PRE·RECRUITMENTMEETING: Wednes, Oct 8. ·7:oo p.m.·2 IOMcNuttHall 
Take transcript with you to the interview. WWW.UClU.com 
CONSOL INC. Method: PRS·OPEN 
ConsolPlaza lBOOWash Interview Date: IOIOI . HY02 
Pittsburgh. PA 15241 
Attn: M r. Joe Nypaver, Manager, Manpower Planning 
Degree Level: B Minimum C PA: 2.000 
Majors: ELEC MIN 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizensh.ip: 
Position Available: Information available in 30 1 Norwood Hall 
Position Location: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall 
Deadline for submitting reSlUDes: September 12 
DEERE & COMPAl,\'Y Method: PRS·OPEN 
John Deere Road I Interview Date: 10109 
Moline, IL 61265 
Attn: Ms. Shelley Neels. Recruit ing Coordinator 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA 2.950 
Majors: MECH ELEC CRE 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: USlPenn 
Position Available: 
Position Location: Any Deere Unit in the U.S. 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18 
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wedness. Oct 8·6:00 p.m. Mera mec Room 
Bring transcript with you to the interview. http://www.cleere .com 
DYNETICS. INC. Method: PRS·OPEN 
1000 Explorer Blvd Dra Interview Date: HYlO 
Huntsville. AL 35814-5050 
Attn: Ms. Debbie K. Tillman, Human Resource Assista nt 
Degree LEvel: B M PhD Minimum CPA: 2.950 
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH CMPS AMTH PHYS 
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798 
Citizenship: US Only 
Position Available: Information in 301 Norwood Hall 
Position Location: Huntsville, AL; Ft. Walton Beach, FL 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18 
Applicants MUST complete company Employment Application. Applications 
available in Norwood Hall 
www.dynetics.com 
EATON HYDRAULICS CORPORATION 
3401 Ea.., 4th 
Hutchinson, KS 67501 
Attn: Mr. Matt Haefner. HR Generalist 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000 
M:ijors; EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Manufacturing Engineer 
Position Location: Hutchinson, KS 
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September IS 
www.eaton.oom 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10106 
FIRST BRANDS CORPORATION Method: PRS-OPEN 
17ooN.I3thStreet Interview Date: 10107. 10108 
Rogers. AR 72756 
Attn; Mr. Lee M. Rosser. Human Resources Administrat 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950 
M'\iors: ELECEMANMECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0198 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Production SupervisorlEngineer 
Position Location: Rogers, AR 
Deadline fur submitting resumes: September 16 
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
FISHERCONTROlSlVALVE Method: PRS·OPEN 
205 South Center Stree Interview Date: 10106 
Marshalltown, IA 50158-2823 
Attn: Ms. Sue L. Auer, Human Resources Manager 
Degree Level : B Minimum GPA: 2.450 
Majors: CRE ELEC EMANMECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: US only 
Position Available: Application Engineer 
Position Location: Marshalltown, Iowa 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 15 
PRE·RECRUITMENI' MEETING: Sunday. October 5 . 6:30 p.m.· MeramecRoom 
..... hughes.com 
. TECHNOLOGIES .. ~ LBJ F .... ay. Su 
1603 TeUS 75234 ~ Mr. BiU G<r1~ ~ Le"'t BMP~ :;CMPS 
GradD.oes:059'i 1297 
Citizenship: posit~nAvailable: ~ 
positionLoc:arion: . D~ 
Deadline fur .ubmlttu 
p!iE-RECRUITMEN'l 
INET. INC. 
1255WestI5thSt ... ' 
Plano.TX 750'15 
Attn: Ms Glenda Ban 
IJe!reeLe",tBM I 
Majors: ELEC CM 
Grad Da",:0597 019'i 
Citi .. nship; 








Attn: Mr. Larrylmn 
JJerreeLe",tBM I 
Majors: CIVL 







2017 West Highway S 
F.irI-iewHeighto,lL 
Atl~ Ms. Geralyn S. 
DerreeLe"I:BM I 




Position Uxation: No 
Deadline fur .ubmittit 
WWw.magnumteqUXII 
MASJ'ERCARDlNJ'! 
1185 La,k\and Road 
St.louis. MO 63146-
Attn: Ms Twyla Con 
D.gree Le",I: B M I 
Majors; MITH EI 
Grad Dates:0597 079i 
Clb"nship: 
Pll!itionAvaiiable' 
Posi ti?n Location:' InJ 
Deadline for submitti! 
PRE-RECRtnThIEN'i 
MCDONNELL DOU( M~lrode 2761740 p( 
St.louis. MO 631 ~tn: Ms. CindYJ: 
gJ>e Le,.I: B ~ti 
Majo,,: CMPg EL 
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HALLMARK CARDS INC. Method: PRS·OPEN MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AEROSPACE Method: PRS·OPEN 
PO Box 419580 MD 11 2 Interview Date: 10106 Mailcode 276 1740 PO B Interview Date: 10/07 
Kansas City, MO 64141·6580 St. Louis, MO 63 166·05 16 
Attn: Ms. Darlene Guess, Corporate Staffing Asst. Attn: Ms. Cindy Jefferies, Staffing Specialist 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.750 Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.650 
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH Majors: AERO MECH ELEC 
Grad Dates:0597 9797 1297 Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: US Only Citizensrup: US Only 
Position Available: Manufacturing/Production Engineers Position Available: Design & Performance 
Position Location: Kansas City, MO; Topeka, Lawrence, Leavenworth, KS Position Location: St. Louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: 3pDtember 15 Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
Bring copy of transcript to interview. PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6·5:00 p.m.· Missouri Room 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, October 5 ·5'30 p.m.' Missouri Room wwW®mcd.oom 
Information on position available in 301 Nor~ood Hall 
HUGHES ELECTRONICS COR Method: PRS·OPEN 
PO Box 80028 . MS CI02 Interview Date: 10109 
Los Angeles, CA 90080·0028 
Attn: Mr. John Wilhite, Human Resources 
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: ELEC CMPS AMTH PHYS 
Grad Dates:1297 0598 07 
Citizenship: USlPerm 
Position Available: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall 
Position Location: Colorado 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18 
PRE.RECRUITMENT MEF.TING: Wednes, Oct 8 . 6:00 p,m.· 307 Norwood Hall 
www.hughes.com 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAs AEROSPACE MethOd: PRS·OPEN 
Mailoode 2761740 PO B Interview Date: 10107 
St. Louis, MO 63166·0516 
Attn: Ms. Cindy J efferies, Staffing Specialist 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.650 
Majors: CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: US Only 
Position Available: Information Systems 
Position Location: St. Louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6·5:00 p.m.' Missouri Room 
wwW@mcd.com 
i2 TECHNOLOGIES, INC. Method: PRS·OPEN 
MULTI SERVICE CORPORATION 
8650 College Blvd Ste 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10102 
1603 LBJ Freeway, Suit Interview Date: 10109 
Dallas, Texas 75234 
Attn: Mr. Bill Gerlt, Mgr of Development Services 
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: CMPS 
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: Member of Tech Stat!; Associate MTS 
Position Location: Dallas, TX 
Deadline for submitting resumes: ·September 18 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, October 8 . 7:00 p.m.' 208 Norwood Hall 
lNET, INC, Method: PRS·OPEN 
1255 West 15th Street Interview Date: 10107 
Plano, TX 75075 
Attn: Ms Glenda Barrett, Recruiting Mgr. 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: ELEC CMPS 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: Software Engr; Programmer/Analysts; Software 
Position Location: Plano, TX Test Engr 
Deadline for submitting resume: September 16 
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6·7:00 p.m.· 201 Norwood Hall 
ww .... inetinc.com 
KIMLEY·HORN AND ASSOCIATES Method: PRS·OPEN 
12700 Park Central Dr Interview D2te: 10106 
Dallas, TX 75251 
Attn: Mr. Larry Irvine. Human Resources Manager 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: CIVL 
Grad Dates: 1297 00 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: General Civil Engineering Analysts 
Position Location: VarioUB 
Deadline (or submitti.ng resumes: September 15 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, October 5 . 6:00 p.m .. Mark Twain Room 
MAGNUM TECHNOLOGIES; Inc, 
2017 West Highway 50 
Fairview Heights, IL 62208·2935 
Attn: Ms. Geralyn S . Albers, Human Resources Coordinator 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: 
Position Location: No information available 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 17 
www.magnumtec\1.com 
MASTERCARD INTERNATION 
1185 Lackland Road 
St. Louis, MO 63146·4236 
Attn: Ms, Twyla Connak, H R Staffing Manager 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: AMTH ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: 
Position Location: Information not available 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 17 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10108 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10108, 10109 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, September 18·7:00 p.m.· 201 Norwood Hall 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AEROSPACE Method: PRS·OPEN 
'Mailcode 2761740 PO B . Interview Date: 10107 
St. Louis, MO 63166·0516 
Attn: Ms. Cindy Jefferies, Staffing Specialist 
Degree Level: B ' Minimum GPA: 2.650 
Majors: CMPS ELEC 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citize""hip: US Only 
Position Available: Software Engineering 
Position Location: St. Louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resume: September 16 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6· 5:00 p.m.' Missouri Room 
wwW@mdc.com 
Overland Park, KS 66210 
Attn: Ms. Carrie Linin, Recruiting Coordinator 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: ELEC CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: Programmer/Analysts 
Position Location: Overland Park, KS 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 11 . 
NOOTER CORPORATION 
PO Box 451 1400 S Third Street 
St, Louis, MO 631(-6 
Attn: Ms. Sheila Y. Adams, H.R. Administrator 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: CIVL EMAN MECH 
Grad D.tes:0597 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: Entry Level Engineers 
Position Location: St. Louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
NOOTERIERIKSEN, INC. 
500 Cedar Plaza Parkway 
St. Louis, MO 63128 
Attn: Ms. Nancy A. Prusacki, Manager of H.R 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 3.150 
Majors: CRE CIVL EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: 
Position Available: Engr (Design, Systems. Projects) 
Position Location: St, Louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10107 
Method:PR5·0PEN 
Interview Date: 10107 
SCHLUMBERGER·WIRELINE & TESTING Method: PRS·OPEN 
300 Schlumberger Drive Interview Date: 10107. 10/08 
Sugar Land, TX 77478 
Attn: Ms. Cecily Kovatch, Recruiter Wire line 
De.ree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2,350 
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC EMAN GEE MECH MET MIN NUCL PETR PHYS GEOL 
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798 
Citizenship: US/Perm 
Position Available: Field Engineer' Wireline and Testing 
Position Location: Allover North America 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6·6:30 p.m.·Centennial Hall West 
www.slb.com 
SCHLuMBERGER DOWELL Method: PRS·OPEN 
300 Schlumberger Drive Interview Date: 10107 
Sugar Land, TX 77478 
Attn: Ms. Cecily Kovatch, Recruiter Wire line 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: GEO;' CHE CIVL GEE MECH MIN PETR 
Grad Dates:0597 1297 05980798 
Citizenship: USlPerm 
Position Available: Field Engineer· Dowen 
Position Location: North American; Worldwide 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6 . 6:30 p.m.·Centennial Hall West 
http://www.slb.com 
THE TRANE COMPANY 
3600 Pam mel Creek Road 
LaCrosse, WI 54601 
Attn: Mr. Michael D. Malone. College Recruiter 
Degree Leve l: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 
Citizenship: USlPerm 
Position Available: Sales Engineer 
Position Location: Nationwide 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18 
http://www.trane.com 
U.S. DEPT OF DEFENSE· NAVY 
1222 Spruce St., 10th 
St. Louis, MO 63103·2814 
Attn: CW04 Les Lentz, Officer Programs Recruiter 
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: 'ENG CMPS CHEM AMTH PHYS GEOL 
Grad Dates:0597 129705980798 
Citizenship: US Only 
POl'ition Ava ilable: Nuclear & Civil Engr 
Position Location: World wide 
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: September 22 . 8:00 a.m. 
Method: PRS·OPEN 
Interview Date: 10/09, 10110 
Method: Open 
Interview Date: 10106 
= 
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CONSOLINC. Method: PRS·OPEN 
Consol Plaza ISOOWash Interview Date: 1001. 1G'Q2 
Pittsburgh. PA 15241 . 
Attn: Mr. Joe Nypaver, Manager, Manpower Planning . 
Must be Sophomore or Junior Level Minimum GPA 2.000 
Majors: ELECMIN 
Citi2Enship: 
Position Available: Summer Intern 
Position Location: lnfonnation available in 301 Norwood Han 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 12 
Infonnationon position available in 301 Norwood Hall 
EATON HYDRAUUCS CORPORATION Method: PRS·OPEN 
3401 East 4th Interview Date: IMlG 
Hutchinson, KS 67501 
Attn: Mr. Matt Haefner, HR Generalist 
Must be Junior or Senior Level Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: . EMANMECH 
Citi22nship: . . . 
Position Avai1abIe: Manufacturing Engrineer· Summer Intern 
Position Location: Hutchinson, KS 
Deadline lOr submitting resumes: Septem!>er 15 
www.eaton.cmn . . 
!NET, INC. Method: PRS-OPEN . 
=West'l5thStn!et Interview Date: 1007 
Plano, TX 75075 
Attn: Ms Glenda Barrett. Recruiting Mgr. .:. 
Must be Junior or Senior Level Minimum GPA: Z.95O 
Majors: 'ELECCMPS . ' 
Citi2enship: 
Position Available: Summer Intern 
Position Wcation: Plano, TX 
Deadline lOr submitting resumes: September 16 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, OctoberS· 7:00p.m.· 201 Norwood Hall 
Wy;w.inetiJx.com 
MASTEReARD INTERNATIONAL Method: PRS-OPEN 
1185l.acldand Road Interview Date: 1008, IIY09 
St Louis, MO .S:h46-4236 
Attn: Ms. Twyla Cormak, H R Stalling Manager ' 
Must be JuniororSenior Level Minimum GPA:. 2.000 
Majors: AMTHELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS 
Citi22nship: 
Position Available: Summer Intern 
Position Location: Information not available 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 17 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, September IS· 7:00p.m.· 201 Norwood Hall 
SCHLUMBERGER·WIRELINE&TESTING Method: PRS·OPEN 
300 Schlumberger Drive Interview Date: 10/07, 1008 
Sugar Land, TX 77478 
Attn: Ms. Cecily Kovatch, Recruiter Wireline 
Must be Junior or Senior Level Minimum GPA:. 2.350 
Majors:CHECIVLELECEMANGEEMECHMETMINNUCLPETRPHYSGEOL 
Citizenship: USIPerm 
Position Available: Summer Intern· Wireline and Testing 
Position Location: Allover North America 
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 16 . 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, October 6· 6:30 p.m.' Centennial Hall 
www.slb.com 
SCHLUMBERGERDOWELL Method: PRS·OPEN 
300 &hlumberger Drive Interview Date: 10/07 
Sugar Land. TX 7747S 
Attn: Ms. Cecily Kovatch. Recruiter Wireline 
Must be Junior or Senior Level Minimum CPA 2.000 
Majors: GEOLCHECIVLGEEMECHMINPETR 
Ci tizenship: USfPerm 
Position Available: Summer Intern· Dowell 
Position Location: North America 
Deadline fo r submitting resumes: September 16 
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING : Monday, October 6 . 6:30 p.m. ' Centennial Hall 
http://www.sIb.com 
Co-Op 
Company: Advanced Circuitry Div·Litton Sys. Sign·up Method: Open 
Date of Interview: 09/30 
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC 
Minimum CPA 2.000 Must be Sophomore Senior Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/16/97 Deadline 9/23/97 8Al\1 
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGFIELD, MO . 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998 
TITLE· ENGINEERING ASSISTANT 
webpage address · littonacdipe.com 
Company: AK Steel Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/27 
Majors: 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign.up released 10/6/97 DEADLINE 10/13/97 8AM 
DETAILS ANNOUNCED LATER 
Company: Aluminum Co. of America Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 10/07 
Majors: ELEC 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.350 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/16197 Deadline 9/23197 Sam 
Work Location: Davenport, Iowa 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY 1995 
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS 
Company: American Cyanamid Company Sign-up Method: Open 
Date of Interview: 09/26 
Majors: CHE CHEM CMPS 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign. up released 9/12197 Deadline: 9/19/96 SAM 
Work Location: Hannibal. Missouri 
start 1st co-op work session spring 1998 
PM INTERVIEWS ONLY 
Company: Amsted Industries Sign·upMethod: PRS·OPEN 
Date of[nterview: 10/07 
Mai'.JTs: EMAN 
M',~imum GPA 2.450 Mustbe SophomoreJW1iorSenior standing. 
Sign· up released 9116197 Deadline 9123197 SAM 
Work location: Sedalia, Missouri 
STAIrI' 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
AMSTED WILL HAVE AN INFORMATION DROP·IN Tuesday, SEPT 23, 
FROM I lAM . IPM. ANYONE INTERESTED IN AMSTED INDUSTRIES 
CANSTOPBYFORMOREINFORMATION.UCE2 1IMERAMECROOM 
Company: Ashland Petroleum Company Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09126 
Majors: CHECIVLELECMECH CHEM 
USlPenn 
MinimumGPA: 2.950 Muatbe FreshmanSophomore standing. 
Sign·upreleased 9/5197 sign·upposted. Deadline 9112197 SAM 
Work Wcation: Catlettsburg, Kentucky 
Assist in oonducting environmental. health and safety compliance 
reviews offacilities. site visits. assist in compiling review 
reports, operate tracking system; and",viewing proposed legislation 
start 1st oo-op work session January 1998 
Company: Baxter Healthcare Sign.upMethod: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10113 
Majors: CHEELECEMANMECH CHEM 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must·be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 9122197 DEADlJNE 9/29197 SAM 
Work Location. Mountain Home, Arkansas . 
STAIrI' ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION JANUARY 1998 
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STUDENT TO PICKUP A BROCHURE AND READ IT 
BEFORE INTERVIEW AND LOOK AT ANNUAL REPORT. 
Company: Cargill Inrorporated Sign·up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10116 . 
. Majors: CHE MECH 
USIPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/24197 DEADlJNE 10/2/97 SAM 
Work location- Midwest " 
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 13, 1997 7·SPM 
MARK TWAIN ROOM, UCE 
STAIrI' ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION MAY/JUNE 1998 
NOT A SUMMER JOB . CO·OP POSITIONS 
Company: Caterpillar 
Date ofInterview: 10/30 
Sign.up released 1019/97 DEADLINE 10116197 
WORK LOCATION: PEORlA, ILLINOIS 
STAIrI' ISTCO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
DETAll.SANNOUNCED LATER 
Company: Cerner Corporation Sign.up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 10/09 
Majors: ELEC CMPS MGTS AMTH 
MinimumGPA: 2.950 Must be SophomoreJunior standing. 
Sign·up released 9/18/97 Deadline 9126/97 SAM 
Work Wcation: Kansas City, MO 
start ISTco·op work session JANUARY 1995, MAY/JUNE 9S OR AUGUST 9S 
INFORMATIONMEETINGOCTS, 6·7PM 216MCNUTT HALL 
PLEASE ATTEND 
Company: Daines&Moore Sign.upMethod: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 09/24 
Majors: CHECIVLGEEGEOL 
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 9/3/97. DEADLINE 9/10/97 Sam 
\YORK LOCATION: KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
START 1ST CO·OPWORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
NOTE: SAME COMPANY INTERVIEWING· JUST FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS 
KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS· IF INTERESTED, lvlA Y SIGN·UP FOR BOTH 
Company: Dames & Moore Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 09/24 
Majors: CHE CIVL GEE GEOL 
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/3/97 sign· ups posted. Deadline 9/10/97 8am 
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri 
start 1st co·op work session January 1998 andlor M13.y/June 1998 
BROCHURES AVAILABLE 304 NORWOOD HALL 
NOTE: SAME COMPANY INTERVIEWING, JUST FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS· ST. 
LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY, MO· MAY'SIGN·UP FOR BOTH -
Company: Deere and Company Sign· up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/01 
Majors: CMPS MGTS 
USfPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore standing. 
Sign· up released 9110/97 Deadline 9/17/97 8am 
WORK LOCATION: POSSIBLE ANY DEERE UNIT IN THE US 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998 • 
INFORMATION MEETING, 201 NORWOOD, 6·S PM SEPTEMBER 30 
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS 
HOMEPAGE ADDRESS: http://www.deere .com 
Company: Deere and Company Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/09 
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/18197 Deadline 9/25/97 Sam 
Work location: Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin 
Students must be willing to complete 3·5 work sessions before 
graduation. 
INFORMATION MEETINGIPIZZA PARTY: 10/8197 MERAMCE ROOM, UCE 6·SPM 
Look up information on Homepage Address: http://www.deere.com 
Company: Dow Chemical Company Sign. up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 10/14 
Majors: ELEC CHE MET 
Minimum GPA: 2.850 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/23/97 Deadline 9/30197 S:ooam 
Work Location: Freeport, TX, Midland. Michigan 
DETAILED INFORMATION AVAILABLE'LATER 
Company: Dynalogic Engineering Sign.up Method: PHS· OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/29 
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH PHYS CMPS 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign· up released 9/8197 DEADLINE 9115/97 SAM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 9S AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1995 
Company: Geo~ew' 
Sign·upreleased 
Company: Hannon I 
Dateoflnterview: 
Majo~: ELEC 










Work lAxation: C 








Company: Hunter E 
Date of Interview 
M~ors: ELECM 













Compaor Johnson I 
Dareofinrerview 
Majors: ELEC M 
Minimum GPA: ' 
Sign.up n!leased I 
Work Lcx:atilln: ~ 
START 1ST CO.; 
15 MINUTE !Nt 
Company: landis & 
Da~orlnterview Ma~rs: ELECM 
USIPenn 





Date fl nard! M' 0 'retview 
a)ors: AERO M 
Mlrumum GPA: '. 
Slgn·up I 
WOR "eased STAR~ LOCAT!C 
IN'!' IST CO.( 
ERVIEIVWI 
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Company: Dynetics Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/10 
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH AMTH PHYS CMPS 
US Only 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing. 
Sign.up released 9119/97 DEADLINE 9/26197 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA AND FORT WALTON BEACH. FLORIDA 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98. MAYIJUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98 
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT CO·OP OFFICE 303D NORWOOD HALL 
IF SELECTED. MUST COMPLETE AN APPLICATION 
Company: Emerson Electric Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10129 
Majors: MECH 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing. 
Sign·up released 1018197 Deadline 10115197 8AM 
Work location: Paragould, Arkansas, Office & Manufacturing 
Environment· work in final assembly area 
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998 
Company: Fisher Controls Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10107 
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 9116197 DEADLINE 9123/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA 
INFORMATION MEETING 10/5/97 6:30·7:30 PM 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
Company: Forrester Group Inc. Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date oflnterview: 10107 
Mlliors: CHE CIVL GEE 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing. 
Sign·up released 9116197 Deadline 9/23197 8AM 
Work Location: Springfield. Missouri 
Start work JANUARY 1998 
Company: GE Appliances Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 
Majors: ELEC MECH 
Minimum GPA: Must be Sophomore Senior Junior standing. 
Sign.up released DETAlLS'ANNOUNCED LATER 
WORK LOCATION: LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
Company: Georgetown Steel 
Sign.up released DETAILS ANNOUNCED LATER 
Company: Harmon Industries Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/15 
Majors: ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 9/24/97 Deadline 10/1197 8am 
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area) or Riverside. Calif 
1st co-op work session January 1998 or MaylJune 1998 
Company: Heckethorne Manufacturing Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/24 
Majors: EMAN MECH MET 
US Only 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. Sophomore standing. 
Sign.up released '9/3197 Deadline 9110197 8am 
Work Location: Dyersburg. Tennessee 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
Company: Huffman Engineering Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10110 
Majors: ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 9119197 DEADLINE 9126197 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
Company: Hunter Engineering Company Sign. up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10102 
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS 
Minimum GPA: 3.150 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign·up released 9111197 DEADLINE 9116197 
Work Location: Bridgeton, MO near St. Louis Airport 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
Company: Jefferson Smurfit Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Majors: ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign.up released 1011197 DEADLINE 10124197 8AM 
Work Location: Alton, Illinois 
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998 
must be able to work at least 2 work sessions 
NOT INTERVIEWING HERE ON CAMPUS· WILL SELECT FROM PRESCREEN AND 
CONTACT STUDENTS DIRECTLY, 
Company: Johnson Controls Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 1011 0 
Majors: ELEC MECH 
Minimum GPA:. 2_450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 9119/97 Deadline 9/26197 8am 
Work Location: St. Louis. Missouri . 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS 
Company: Landis & Staefa Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/24 
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN CIVL 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing. 
Sign.up released 9/3197 DEADLINE: 9/10/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: ST, LOUIS, MISSOURI 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION'JANUARY 1998 
Company: Leonards Metals Sign· up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/25 
Majors: AERO MECH 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign.up released 914197 DEADLINE 9111197 
WORK LOCATION: ST, CHARLES, MISSOLTRI 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
INTERVIEW WILL BE HELD IN UCE 2 12 SUNRISE ROOM 
Company : Lyondell Citgo Refining Company Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/26 
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH MET CHEM 
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be standing. 
Sign.up released 9/5/97 DEADLINE 9112197 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: HOUSTON, TEXAS· PROCESS, CORROSION, INSTRUMENT 
AND ELEC, AND MACIDNERY ENGINEERING CO·OPS 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
CO·OP POSITIONS· NOT SUMMER JOBS JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 303D 
NORWOOD HALL 
Company: Magnum Technologies Sign. up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/08 
Majors: ELEC CHE MECH EMAN 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign.up released 9117/97 Deadline 9/27197 8:00am 
Work Location: Fairview Heights. IL; Houston, Tx; Los Angeles, CA 
and Las Vegas, Nevada start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998 
Hom~page . http://www.magnumtech.com 
Company: Mark Andy Inc. Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10115 
Majors: MECH 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign·up released 9/24197 DEADLINE 1011197 
WORK LOCATION: CHESTERFIELD AND EARTH CITY, MISSOURI (ST. LOUIS AREA) 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
Company: ' Monsanto·Carondelet Plant Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 09/24 
Majors: CHE MECH 
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign. up re leased 9/3/97 DEADLINE 9110/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
POSITION TITLE· PROCESS ENGINEER, PROJECT ENGINEER 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998 
Company: Neff Press 
Date of Interview: 10110 
Majors: MECH 
Minimum OPA: 2.000 Must be standing. 
Sign-up released 9119/97 DEADLINE 9/26/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION January 1998 
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Company: Olin Corporation Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Date of Interview: 
Majors: MECH CHE MET CMPS 
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign·up released 1018197 Deadline 10115/97 8am 
Work Location: E. Alton, Illinois (close to St. Louis) 
,1ST WORK CO-OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998 
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW· PICK UP SHEETS ON "TIPS FOR VIDEO 
INTERVIEWING" 
Company: Oryx Energy Sign. up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10115 
Majors: PETR GEOL MECH 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing. 
Sign-up released 9/24/97 Deadline 1011197 8am 
Work Location: Dallas. Texas 
Start 1st co-op work session January 98, May/June 1998 or August 1998 
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED 6·7PM OCTOBER 14, 1997· UCE 213 MISSOURI 
ROOM 
Company: Sporlan Valve Sign. up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 10/2 1 
Majors: MECH ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 10/1197 Deadline 10/8197 8am 
Work Location: Washington, Missouri· Headquarters 
Start 1st co-op work session January 1998 finish August 1998 
Company: Sunnen Products Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date of Interview: 10/0 1 
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH 
USIPerm 
Minimum GPA: 3.450 Must he Freshman Sophomore standing. 
Sign·up released 9110197 Deadline 91171978AM 
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri 
start 1st co·op work session January 1998 AND/OR MAYIJUNE 1998 
Information Meeting 7·8 PM 9/30197· UCE SILVER AND GOLD ROOM 
Company: Tennalum DivlKaiser Aluminum Sign.up Method: Open 
Date of Interview: 09122 
Majors: MET 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign. up released 9/2/97 DEADLINE 9/9/97 
WORK LOCATION: JACKSON, TENNESSEE 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIORMAYIJUNE 1998 
Company: Tower Automotive Sign-up Method: Open 
Date of lnterview: 09/24, 091 
Majors:- CMPS MECH MET 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign.up relrased 9112197 DEADLINE 9119/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: FARMINGTON HIlLS, MICIDGAN 
JOB TITLES· ASSISTANT ENGINEER. ANALYTICAL ASSISTANT, LAB ASSISTANT 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998 SUMMER 1998 ANDIOR SUMMER98 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE CAREER FAIR. SEPT 25 
webpage address - www.towerautomotive.com 
Company: U,S. Space & Rocket Center Sign.up Method: Open 
Date of Interview: 10/28 
Majors: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH LIFS ENGL ECON PIDL 
USlPerm 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 10114/97 DEADLINE 10/21197 
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 
INFORMATION MEETING 10/27/97 6PM UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM 
NOTE: TEAM LEADER/COUNSELOR AT US SPACE CAMP 
-----,----- --~-
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Company: u.s. Space & Rocket Center Sign-up Method: Open 
DateofInterview: 10128 
M'lio": CERCM.,ELECEMAN GEEMETMlNN(JCLPETRCMPS 
USlPerm . 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 MUst be' JWliorSenior standing. 
Sign.upreleased 10114197 DEADLINE 10121197' ". 
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE,ALABAMA 
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 . 
INFORMATION MEETING 10I271976PM UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM 
NOTE: TEAM LEADEWCOUNSELORATTHE US SPACE CAMP 
Compariy: Union Electric Sign·up Method: Open 
Date ofInterview: 10107 
Majors: ELEC MECH CIVL EMAN CMPS 
USlPerm · . 
Minimum GPA 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 9/23197 .'I;leadline 9/30/97 Sam 
Work Location: SL Leuis, MO, AND MID M1SS0URl 
NOTE.NOTEVERYlMPORTANT (MUSTBECOMPLETINGORHAVECOMPLETED. 
IST'sEMESTER OF JUNIOR LEVEL COURSES (IN YOUR MAJOR) MAJOR COURSES 
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998 
STUDENTS REGISTERING WITH THE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES CENTER 
TIfANK YOU 
FOR YOUR PATIENCE AND PERSISTENCE AS WE WORK TO 
SMOOTH OUTTHE GLITCHES IN OUR NEW COMPUTER SYSTEM. 
THE COC STAFF 
FREE ACADEMIC HELP! 
he .Freshman Arts and Sciences Program offers free 
utoring to improve your grades in Basic Arts and 
ciences courses. Although funds are limited tutors are 
vail able for: 
emislry 1,3,5,22 I ,223,224,24 1,242 






. e Science 110,112,115,211,221, 
231,242,252 
Math 2,4,6,8,21,22,204,208 ' 
Philosophy 5,15 
Physics 2 1,23,24,25 
Political Sci. 90 





or more information call 341-6937 or stop by 235 WSS 
nd fill out a tutor request form. 
PI 




THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT 
WE CATER TO UMR 
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND 
MUSIC 
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's 
F-ADJ:O~S B'£T.Fl.Fl.XTOS 
11:30·2:00 
Company: Union Pacific RR Sign.up Method: PRS·CLOSED 
Date ofInterview: 10122. 10/ 
Majors: MECH CM., EMAN ELEC 
l J:..;JPerm 
~~injmum GPA 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Sophomore standing. 
Sign·up released 1011197 Deadline 10/8197 8am 
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
INFORMATION MEETING 10121· LOCATION ANNOUNCED LATER6-7 PM 
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSIONJANUARY 1998 AND CONTINUE TO AUGUST 
1998ANDJUNE1~THROUGHDECI998 
Homepage: www.uprr.com 
Company: Westar Corpcration Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN 
Date ofInterview: 10109 
Majors: ELEC CMPS AERO 
US Only 
MinimumGPA: 2.950 Mustbe Junior Senior standing. 
Sign.up released 9/18197 DEADLINE 9/25/97 8AM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURl 
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SPRING 1998 
POSlTION REQUIRES SECURITY CLEARANCE .' 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS 
CO·OP JOB TITLE SOFTWARE ENGINEER 
WEB PAGE ADDRESS www.westar.ccm 
~ Little Caesars· 
'.'The Unlimited" 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
UP TO 13 TOPPINGS! 
(Toppings io choose from: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, 
Onions, Ham, Bacon, Beef, Italian Style Sausage, Black Olives, Pineapple, 
Tomatoes, Banana Pepper Rings, Anchovies) 
_.-.....,"" ........ OfI.Iodo.Io.-l ......... QrignoIa-I.O"'OOIo_ .................... ooI .. __ .don.OfI ........ _',"" ... 
_GionICaNw. fr.Crozy "'_~2~,m. •• ..,..._oH.,.w..., .. ~ ................. wupM......-,.Qltfl L.alec.... &.I.rpcMl,," 
Rolla 
1013 Kings Highway 
368·3250 
Delivery Hours: 
Mon_ • Fri_ 4 pm to close 
Sat. & Sun. 11 am to close 
- 1'1 nit' U'3·iiI4·j:F - -r - 12U'" Ui3.i'IU·UF -..,.. - *itBi','.hi4·jiI4·J:F -
t) Little Caesars" I t) Little Caesars" I t) Little Caesars"1 
"THE ORIGINAL" : FAMILY CHOICE!! : BIG' BIG' ,I 2 Medium (12") Pizzas 1 "Unlimited" Pizza • • 
with cheese and I-topping I for the parents I ~e~ig Pizza, Giant Slices I 
I \,\uS I I ';Y and Giant Pepperoni!! I I ~FREE 4 pc. Crazy Bread I 1 Pizza with cheese I 'Big! Big! Large (18") I 
I $999 I & I-toppmg for the kids I $999 Carryou! -- CARRYOlJf $1198 $1398 Plus Tax I 
I PLUS TAX ('n22 DELIVERED) I Plu, or Plu, I 'Big! Big! Medium (16") I (Large are 'n"carryout, '13" delivered) Tax - Tax $ 
I I Mediums (12") Larges (14") I 7,99 Carryout • Carryout . Add '2m per order for delivery Plu, Tax I E:>..p ",:~: 'Y/3t!I'I1. V~lId " nl)' " I I E~plrn; IJ/)t,I/'J7. V~ l id .. nl)' at I E.~pj l't'. ; 'l/3tIJ'i7. V~Ud .. nl)' at I 
-- J -- -- J • O lW7 L,u l.: CiI<"S.1 1 En t" 'p';.>«s, Inc. O IW7 Lit!I .. C~~)"~1 Enl .. rpri~, Inc:. ... O lW7 UI1I., C..."." . Ent .. rp~J. lnc. ... ____________ 1 __ - _______ _ 
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RURAL MISSOURI, INC. 
If you have been employed as 
a farmworker in the past two years, 
you may be eligible to receive free tu-
'. ition assistance for your education. If 
you have worked as a farm, orchard, 
greenhouse or poultry/egg production 
employee, yo u may qualify. To obtain 
details and the field representative clos-
est to you call 1-800-234-4971. 
CHRYS LER A NNOU NCES NEW 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
With an eye toward assisting 
outstanding college bound students , 
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded 
1,000 grants to 40 recipients through· 
its new Junior Golf Scholarship Pro-
gram. Even though the majority of the 
winners play golf, all selections were 
made based upon their academic and 
extracurricular effort. For ·more infor-
mation on this exciting program call 1-
800-856-0764. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S . . 
ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
SUPPORT AGENCY 
Let the Army pay your way 
through Medical, Dental Optometry 
School, or a Doctoral level degree in 
Clinical/Research Psychology. Schol-
arship includes: full tuition, required 
books, lab fees, required equipment 
rental, $865.00 monthly stipend. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTIJ-
NInES CONTACT: CAPTAIN 
DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS . 
Financial Aid 
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800-
829-0924. 
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION 
FUND SCHOLARSHIP 
The John Gyles Education 
Fund is a private, benevolent endeavor 
established seven years ago with the 
_ help of a Canadian/American benefac-
tor. Each year financial assistance is 
available to students in both Canada and 
the United States. Full Canadian or 
American citizenship is a requirement. 
Awards are available to both male and 
fema le students for al l areas of post-
secondary study. A minimum GPA of 
2 .7 is required. Criteria other than 
strictly academic abili ty and financial 
need are considered in the selection pro-
cess. Selected students will receive up 
to 53;000.00. Filing dates for mailing 
application' in 1997 are April 1st, June 
15th, November 15th: Applications 
must be mailed by these dates. 
To receive an application 
please send a stamped ·"(US 32 
cents), self-addressed, standard letter 
size (No. 10) envelope to the following 
address: The John Gyles Education 
Fund, Attention: R. James Cougle, Ad-
ministrator, P. O. Box 4808, 712 River-
side Drive, Fr.ederickton, New 
Brunswick Canada ESB 5G4. 
We use international mail ser-
vices, therefore U.S . postage is accept-
able. 
KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURI 
What is Kids' Chance? It is a 
nonprofit corporation developed by 
interested insurers, employers, attor-
neys, labor, medical and rehabilitation 
groups. The purpose of Kids' Chance 
is to provide fi nancial scholarships to 
complete the education of children of 
workers who have been seriously in-
jured or killed in Missouri work related 
injuries. 
Which Children are Eligible for 
the Scholarship? Children who have a 
parent who was permanently or cata-
strophically injured or killed in a Mis-
souri compensable injury or occupa-
tional disease, and who are Missouri 
residents between the ages of 16 and 
25 . 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 or 
by calling 1-800-522-0938. 
AMERICORPS EDUCATION 
AWARDS PROGRAM 
The AmeriCorps Education 
Awards Program offers members the 
standard AmeriCorps education sti-
pend of over $4,700 for one year of 
community service, but unlike 
AmeriCorps USA, it does not provide 
a living allowance or other benefits. 
For information on this pro-
gr~ contact the Student Financial Aid 
Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA-
TION 
To receive current information 
packets and applications for The Carat 
Scholarship, please have interested stu-
dents send a stamped self addressed en-
v<;lope to: Carat Scholarship 
Foundaiton, Attn: Carol McAuliffe-
IlFbecome a registered lobbyist 
li:i>repres~nt 55,000 UM students 
~earn 6 hrs of upper. l~vel pol.s(:i. 
.. /4pplicatiol1$ayaiki/jl~~ 
.. !lOW! ' ..... . ... 
212 UCW, 34I A 970, 
Director, 5 Magnolia Parkway, Haw-
thorn Woods,lL 60047. 
The schedule for the Carat 
Scholarship Foundation Awards is as 
fo llows: 
Academ ic semester: Spring 
1998, Applications Postmarked by: 
November I, 1997, Awards Distributed 
by: December 15,1997. 
Academic semester: Fall 
1998, Applications Postmarked by: 
April I, 1998, Awards Distributed by: 
June 15, 1998. 
Academic semester Spring 
1999, Applications Postmarked by: 
November I, 1998, Awards Distributed 
by: December 15, 1998. 
Carat Scholarship Foundations 
is funded by the contrubutions of civic-
minded individuals, businesses and vari-
ous fund raisers. The Foundation of-
fers $500 -$ 1000 scholarships semian-
nually to graduate and undergraduate 
students who are United States citizens. 
The scholarships are awarded on the 
basis of career goals, fmancial need and 
academic record. 
ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND 
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS 
Must be. a woman 25 years 
of age or older and a citizen of the U.S. 
and a resident of Phelps, Dent, Maries 
or Pulaski Counties. 
Must be officially accepted 
into an accredited program or course of 
study at a United States Institution. 
Must demonstrate need for 
financial assistance to upgrade skills or 
complete education for career advance-
ment. 
Must have a defmite plan to 
use the desired training to improve 
chances for advancement, to train for a 
new career field, or to enter or re-enter 
the job market. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G- I 
Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be 
received by: September 30, 1997 
CHARLES P. BELL CONSERVATION 
$500 SCHOLARSHIPS 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Applicant must be a Mis-
souri resident. Applicants enrolled in 
Missouri schools. ~ill be given prefer-
ence . 
Applicant must be involved 
in the management of natura) resources, 




Credit Card fundrai sers 
for fraternities, sororities 
& groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1000 by eapting a whopping 
$S.OONISA application. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. 
Qualified'callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT • 
Applicants must already 
have earned at least 60 hours of college 
credits. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be 
received by: January 15, 1998. 
CRANE FUND FOR WIDOWS AND 
CHILDREN SCHOLARSHIP 
The Admissions/Student 
Finanical Aid Office wishes to makJ 
students aware of the Crane Fund for 
Widows and Children. This program is 
for needy and deserving widows and 
children of men who, at their death, 
have left their widows and children 
without adequate means of support or 
deserving wives and/or children of men 
upon whom they are depen~nt for sup-
port but, because of age or other dis-
ability, are unable or for other reasons, 
fail or neglect to adequately support 
their respective wives and/or children. 
If you meet the above terms 
for this program you must complete a 
Crane Fund for Widows and Children 
Application to be considered for fund-
ing. 
The Crane fund for Widows 
and Children Application' can be ob-
tained in the Student Financial Aid Of-
fice, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be 
submitted to the Student Financial Aid 
Office by: September 19, 1997. 
1997·98 NATIONAL HISPANIC 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
The National Hispanic Schol-
arship Eund was founded in 1975 to 
help Hispanic Americonoo1Iege students 
complete their education. NHSF schol-
arships are available on a competitive 
basis to Community College, Four-Year 
College, or Graduate students of His-
panic background. Awards usually range 
from $500 to $2000. 
ELIGffilLITY 
You ~ust be of Hispanic 
parentage and either a U.S. Citizen or a 
permanent resident of the United States. 
You must have completed at least 15 
undergraduate college credits in the U.s. 
or Puerto Rico with a mimimum Grade 
Point Average (GPA) of 2 5. 
You must be enrolled in an 
accredited college for Fall 97 and in at-
tendance through Spring 1998 asa full-
time student; undergraduates must carry 
at least 12 units, graduate must carry at 
least 6 uni ts. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall . 
Application period and dead-
line: August 15 - October 1, 1997 (must 
be postmarked by October I, 1997). 
ZONTA INTERNATIONAL 
AMEILIA EARHART FELLOWSHIP 
AWARDS FOR WOMEN 1998-99 
ELIGffiILTY-
Have completed a bachelor's 
degree in a qualifying area of science or 
engineering closely relat<rl to advanced 
studies in aerospace-related science or 
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aerospace-related engineering. 
Demonstrate a superior aca-
demic record with evidence of poten-
tial at a recognized university or college 
as verified by transcripts, recommen-
dations and acceptance or verification 
by any institution of higher education 
with accredited courses in aerospace-
related studies. 
Provide evidence of a well-
defined research program in aerospace-
related science or aerospace-related en-
gineering as described in the applica-
tion essay, research and publications. 
Clearly demonstrate the relationship of 
your research to aerospace and verify 
your research program with at least one . 
letter of recommendation . 
By the time the fellowship 
grant. is awarded. have completed one 
year of aerospace-related graduate stud-
ies at a well recognized institution of 
higher education. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid 'Office, G- I 
Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be 
postmarked by November I, 1997. 
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE 
CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS 
Two $1,000 (U.S.) awards are 
available through the ACI Concrete 
Research and Education Foundation 
(ConREF) for undergraduate study in 
concrete construction for the 1998-99 
academic year. The Peter D. Courtois 
Concrete Construction Scholarship 
honor the memory of Peter D. Courtois, 
whose long-term commitment to prac-
tical achievements in construction fo-
cused on the fields of form work and 
tilt-up construction. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
These awards are open to any 
undergraduate student in the United 
States or Canada. The student shall have 
achieved senior status in a four-year or 
longer undergraduate program in engi-
neering, construction, or technology 
during the year for which the awards 
are presented. The awards will be made 
on the basis of demonstrated interest 
and abiltiy to work in the field of con-
crete construction. 
The st udent must have a 
course load of 6 or more credit hours 
each semester during the period for 
which the award is made. 
The student must be a senior 
during the year for which the award is 
made (not necessarily at the time of 
application). 
Transcripts, recommenda-
tions. and an essay must be submitted 
as outlined on the application form. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office,G-1 Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be received 
by: January 15, 1998. 
CONCRETE RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION 
OF ACI INTERNATIONAL 
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now 
available through the ACI International 
Concrete Research and Education Foun-
dation (ConREF) for graduate study in 
the field of concrete for the 1998-99 
academic year. The awards include the 
Katharine and Bryant Mather Fellow-
ship, ACI - W.R. Grace Fellowship, V. 
Mohan Malhorta Fellowship, Stewart 
C. Watson Fellowship, and ACI Fel-
lowships. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
These awards are open to any 
student completing studies toward the 
bachelor degree or one who has received 
a bachelor degree from a higher educa-
tion institution which is accredited by 
the responsible regional or national 
agency. 
The fo llowing criteria must be 
met by the applicant: 
Must have possession of a 
bachelor degree fro m an accredited pro-
gram by the summer of 1998. 
At the time of acceptance of 
the fellowship (but not necessarily at 
the time of application) the applicant 
must have been accepted for graduate 
study. This graduate study must be in 
engineering, architectural, or materials 
science program at an accredited col-
lege or university in the USA or Canada 
which offers a graduate program in con-
crete design, materials, or construction, 
with the exception of the V. Mohan 
Malhotra Fellowship which is avaiiable 
only to an applicant majoring in con-
crete materials science research and the 
Stewart C. Watson Fellowship which 
is available to an applicant with a spe-
cial interest in joints and bearings for 
concrete structures. 
Must be a full-time first or 
second-year gradaute student during the 
entire fellowship year. 
Must be proficient in the 
English language (or French as required 
in Province of Quebec or Spanish in 
Puerto Rico). 
PREREOmSITE: ADRENAUNE 
Drive . Intensity. Those aren 't your character, confidence and 
wends you're likely to see in many decision-making skills . Again, 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-1 
Parker Hall. 
Application deadline must be 
received no later than: January 15,1998. 
ST. LOUIS CONVENTION & 
VISTORS COMMISSION 
The St. Louis Convention & 
Vis tors Commission (CVC) is offering 
two academic scholarships for minor-
iry students who are pursuing hospi-
tality industry-related degrees at a Mis-
souri college or university. Each schol-
arship is valued up to $2,500 and is 
paid on a reimbursement basis. 
REQUIREMENTS : 
Students must be enrolled in 
a 2 or 4-year hospitality industry pro -
gram at a college or university. 
Students must be actively 
pursuing a hospitality industry-related 
degree. 
Students must complete the 
scholarship application. 
Students must submit a tWo 
page essay explaining their career ob-
jectives and job experiences. 
Students entering a college or 
university for the first time must sub-
mit high school transcripts. 
Students currently enrolled in 
a college or university must submit 
transcripts from the last two semes-
ters . 
Student must submit the 
names, addresses and phone numbers 
of two references. Those awarded the 
scholarship can also participate in an 
internship with the St. Louis CVC. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. Deadline for applications 
is: September 30, 1997. 
NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCA-
TION PROGRAM (NSEP) 
The National Security Educa-
tion Program was designed to provide 
American undergraduates with the re-
sources and encouragement they need 
to acquire skills and experience in coun-
tries and area.s of the word critical to 
the future security of our nation. As a 
student of another culture and language 
you will begin to acquire the interna-
tional .competence you need to com-
municate effectively across borders, 
understand other perpectivcs and ana-
lyze increasingly fluid .economic and 
political realities. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
As a U.S. undergraduate stu-
dent, you are eligible to apply for an 
NSEP scholarship if you meet the fol-
lowing conditions: 
U.S. citizenship at the time 
of application. 
. Matriculated as a freshmen, 
sophomore, junior, or senior in a U.S. 
post-secondary institution, including 
universities, colleges, and community 
colleges accredited by an accrediting 
body recognized by the U.S . Depart-
ment of Education . 
Applying to engage in a 
study abroad experience that meets 
home institution standards. 
Planning to use the scholar-
ship for study abroad. NSEP under-
graduate scholarships are not for study 
in the U.S . 
Your study abroad program 
ends before you graduate. 
Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. Application deadline: Janu-
ary 26, 1998. 
TIIE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Rhodes Scholarship is 
tenable at the University of Oxford. It 
may be held for a-maximum of three 
years. Since the majority of Rhodes 
Scholars undertake a like of study which 
enables them to take a degree in two 
years, appointments are made for a 
minimum of two years. 
The stipend of Rhodes 
Scholarship consists of a direct pay-
ment to the Scholar's College of all tu-
ition fees (such as matriculation, tuition, 
laboratory fees, and certain other set 
charges), plus a maintenence allowance 
paid directly to the Scholar in install-
ments during the two-year term of the 
scholarship. 
An applicant must be a citi-
zen of the United States. An applicant 
must by October I st of the year have 
passed the eighteenth and not have 
passed the twenty-fourth birthday. An 
applicant must have acheived academic 
stand ing sufficiently advance to assure 
completion of a Bachelor's Degree be-
fore October 1998. 
For further information. eon-
tact Dr. Walter J. Gajda. Jr.. 204 Parker 
Hall . The campus application dead-
line is October 3. 1997. 
Student Union Board 
Elecdon 
course requirements . Then again words other courses seldom use. 
Army ROTC is unlike any other But they're the credits you need to 
elective. It 's hands-on excite- succeed in life . ROTC is open to 
men!. ROTC will challenge you freshm e n and sophomores with-
m entally and physica lly ---==-- out obligation and requires 
The UMR Student Union Board will be ho1duig 
e1ectioM for Vice-President of Programming 
on 
through intense leadership about five hours per week. Reg-
training. Training that builds ister this term for Army·ROTC. 
ARMY ROTC 
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit Room 301, Harris Hall or call 
341-4744 
September 17th, 1997 
One Semester of experience as a SUB programming director 
is required. If you are interested, please come by the SUB 
office at 218' UCW for an application by Sept 16th. 
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Calendar of Events 
All organizational meeting times 
and places are provided by the Stu-
dent Activity Center, 218 'L' CW. 
Please send all changes to the afore-
mentioned office. 
7:00 pm: UMR Miner seccer vs. 3:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar 5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner seccer 
Celumbia Cellege, Columbia "Parallel Melecular Dynamics Using vs. Misseuri Valley Co. liege, UMR 
Force Decompositien, 209 M-CS 
7:00 pm: 1 TMR Chemical Engineering 
spensors, "Annual Smeker fer 4:00 pm: Rugby practice, Rugby fields 
American Institute", G-3 Schrenk 
6:00 pm: interCOllegiate Knights, 204 
7:30 pm: Seciety of Mining Engineers, McN ull 
seccer complex 
7:00 pm: UMR Miner seccer vs 
Misseuri Valley Cellege, UMR Soccer 
Cemplex 




7:00 pm: Shew Me Anime meeting, 
Christian Campus 204 McNutt 
7:30 pm: Met Society, 216 McNutt Fellewship, Mark Twain er Misseuri 
10:00 am: Student Council Bleed 
Drive, Centennial Hall UCE 8:30 pm: Alpha Chi Si gma 
Rms UCE 7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Mevie 
Hackers, 104 ME 
12:00 pm: Beester Club, Pizza Inn 
1735 N. Bishep Ave. 
12:20 pm: Sigma Xi seminar, "Cleaning 
Up After the Elephants : WaterjetWerk 
in Resource Reclamalien", Misseuri Rm 
UCE 
4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby 
fields 
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeleria UCE 
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:30 pm: AIChE, G3 ChE 
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME 
6:30 pm: Gaming Asseciatien, 317 CE 
infermational smeker, 20 I ChE 
9:00 pm: Wemen's velleyball club 
practic~, Multi -Purpose Bldg. 
All day: Inline roller heckey club, 
UCW Breezeway 
10:00 am: Staff Ceuncil, 216 Parker 
Hall 
10:00 am: Student Ceuncil Bleed 
Drive, Centennial Hall UCE 
3:00 pm: Velleyball club practice, 
Multi-Purpose Bldg. 
3:30 pm: Student Ceuncil Lawyer, 
Walnut Rm UCW 
~PheIPS • • . County Bank 




UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST 
Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00-3:00 
Worldwide Automatic Teller Machi.ne , 
6:00 pm : Teastmasters, 109 CSF 
6:30 pm: American Nuclear Seciety, 
227 Fult~n Hall . 
7:00 pm: Student Ceuncil introductery 
ceuncil meeting , G-31 Electrical 
Engineering 
7:00 pm: St. Pats Meeting, 107C ME 
Annex 
7:30 pm: Asseciatien fer Cemputing 
Machinery, 209 M-CS 
8:00 pm: Selar Car Team, 103 EMan 
8:00 pm: Academic Cempetitien Org., 
314CE 
All day: Inline reller heckey club, 
UCW Breezeway 
Ask about our special "Joe Miner" checks. 
WELCOME 
University Center East-UMR 8th & Pine St. Hwy.72 & Salem Ave. Jefferson & Washington 
Rolla Rolla Rolla St. James 
364-5202 364-5202 364-5202 265-3222 
----;:;,.------
10:00 am: Ceterie Fall Ceffee "Harvest 
efFriends", Miner Lounge UCE 
12:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha Basketball 
Teurney, Multi -Purpese Bldg . 
basketball ceurts 
1:00 pm: Rugby team vs. Ft. Wood, 
Rugby Fields 
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE 
7:00 pm: UMR Miner foetball vs. 
Misseuri Valley Cellege, Marshall, MO 
7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Mevie 
1:30 pm: Chinese Student Assn., ME 
105,117, 215,216 
2:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner seccer vs 
Drury Cellege, Springfield, MO 
7:00 pm: Men's velleyball c lub 
practice, Multi-Purpose Bldg. 
7:00 pm: Wemen's velleyball club 
practice, Multi-Purpose Bldg. 
11:30 am: University Oraters Chapter 
efTeastmasters Internatienal, Misseuri 
Rm 
1:30 pm: Interfraternity Council Greek 
Week Idi-Odyssey events, The Puck 
6:00 pm: UMR Independents efficers 
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW 
7:00 pm: Natienal Society ef Black 
Engineers/Assn. efBlack Students, 204 
McNutt· 
8:00 pm: Academic Cempetitien Org. 
meeting,3 14CE 
1:30 pm: Interfraterni,tyCouncil Greek 
Week Idi-Odyssey events, The Puck 
--' 
P~a!ge:":24~=====-M~is~so~un;' Mr;ART suPPLIES. ""7.'GIRLFRii'NDs-· "CARDS" roSTERs.-' 
I~ Save il 
1 ~ off ~I 
IUl 1501 ml 18~ -/0 ;;ce ~I 
1 "'I 1 ~ STOREWIDE-_I I ~ EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30. 1997 2::1 
- ~ 1 ~ Mon - Sat Apple Tree Sun ;J> 1 I~ 9 :30-8:00 Hwy63S Rolla 12:30-5:00 E51 
L·3~~3~3WOH.S31ffi~3110J.~namJ.NOS~ 
MDA won't yield in its quest 
to defeat 40 neuromuscular 
diseases. 
... 
MUKulllr Dystrophy AAocllltlon 
1-800-572-1717 
-Classifieds-
Photographers needed to take 
party pies at local college events. 
Part time. Weekend evenings. 
Must have 35mm camera-
transportation. $7 -$1 O/hr. 
1-800-875-8084 
Car Stereo Installation. Rates 
starting at $25 +.parts. PleaSe call 
368-3530 or e-mail jlS@umr.edu. 
MECP CERTIFIED. 5 years 
experience. 
College Tours Spring Break ' 98 
$S Book Mazatlan Now and Save $S 
from $389 (St. Louis Depart .) 
Air. Hotel, Trmsfe~, Parties 
1-800-395-4896 
[1!1-' ~~ :::~ ~,:1 
I I I I 
I 1021 SO. U.S. G3 I 
I l ~ 1oIIa, MD 6S4D II 
Auth'!ntic Chin'!s'! R'!staufant 
If _ t 
212 South Bishop Xiufeng Zheng 
Rollo. MO 6S401 (573) 364-9610 
(500 Ft. North of Wol-Mort) FAX (573) 341-2891 
Hours 
SUn - Thurs 11 am -9 pm. F~ - Sa111 am -9:30 pm 
Lunch Bull.' (11 am - 4 pm) 
DIn_ Buffet Mon-Thurs 4 pm - 9 pm • Fri - Sot 4 pm - 9:30 pm 
Sun Bullet - 11 am - 9 pm) 
Bigges! Chinese Buffet In Rolla. (IJ Items Alternating Dally 
Over 30 Lunch Specials Starting at $2.99 • Eggroll or Drink FREE w~h 
Carry Out. Dinner Buffet Includes Secrioad • 
Dinner Combinations Come With Eggroll. Soup. Fried or Steamed 
Rice and Drink. Open 7 Days a Week. Dine In or Carry Out 
Free Drink Refills ~h Dine In 
10% Discount to Sen/ors and VMR Students and Faculty 
I Blrj rn~~lW!i!. U4-DDD8 PhODa I 
: Unl1 100f(l'DOO JU-DDD7 Fu : t---==========.;,;=====---j 
I ~lllxll'll'~lIlIW ... ______ I 
I ~ootl ratt, ::r==~~:::....:=..~ I I M"'" a..::"'~IIt7. I 
L. __________ = = =" 
Hackers will be shown in ME 104 at 7 PM and 9 
PM on Friday and Saturday the 12th and 13th. 
'::\:::[!i:?i:::i:::[;!i:8!i:i~;::;()~??)(> Boara····· El~~ti8fi~ •••••••• · ••• i····· ••  ••• i\; ••••••••••  .... ·· •• ;····················· 
The Ai,ioci ated' ~tudenti'· bf the •• ··u·ni~~f~ity; ot~l{foijti •.•. · ••..• ··· •••• ·········· 
Elections: 
Wh~n: 
-Rolla (hapter.. . . . 
September 16, 1997 ' .. 
.Stuco Meeting, M'f Nutt 204 Where: 
. Our Pilrpo$~: . 
• t.O edu(atntuderitsa~ut the political process 
• to in(/'e~sej>oHtica} awareness, concern, andparticipafion 
". · tQ provide the public wiih informationc~ri(erning stugentint~rests 
.• to serve as a ~r:ainiog ground ~ndl~arning opportunity for st~dents in(erested.in hand~-on 
experience in politics and government 
For Further Information Contact ASUM: 
By Phone: 341-4970, E-Mail: umrasum@umr.edu, or Stop By 212 University Center-West 
J:30 pm: Christian Campus 
Fellowship bible study. 106 EMan 
4:00 pm: Rugby team practice. Rugby 
fields 
4:30 pm: Student Missouri State 
Teachers Assn .• G-8 H-SS 
6:30 pm:· Student Council. 204 
McNutt 
7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi. G-3 ChE 
7:00 pm: i\ssn . of Engineering 
Geologists meeting. 204 McNult 
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega meeting. 
114CE 
7:00 pm: Film Festival Everyone Says 
I Love You. Leach Theatre Castleman 
Hall 
7:30 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs. 
University of Missouri-St Louis. UMR 
soccer complex 
8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club. 110 
Buehler Bldg 
9:00 pm : Delta Omicron Lambda 
meeling. 206 Schrenk Hall 
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society meeting. 
4:00 pm: Rugby tearn practice. Rugby 
fields 
6:00 pm: Chess Club. Cafeteria UCE 
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club. 204 
McNutt 
6:20 pm: Associated General 
Contractors. 217 CE 
6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute. 
118 'CE 
6:30 pm: Blue Key. 216 ME 
6:30 pm: Gaming Association. 317 CE 
7:00 pm: Institute of Electri~al and 
Electronics Engineers.114CE 
7:00 pm: American Society of Civil 
Engineers. 117 CE 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers. 
212 McNutt 
9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club 
praclice. Multi-Purpose Bldg. 
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